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1ABSTRACT
The chief purpose of this thesis is to establish for semi-Markov 
processes the same type of behaviour that is characteristic of the 
better-known Markov chains; this is achieved mainly through the use 
of Laplace and Laplace-Stieltjes transforms and a frequent appeal to 
renewal theory. The mathematical tools needed for the task are 
developed in the first chapter. In the second chapter the solidarity 
nature of geometric ergodicity within an irreducible class is 
examined, and necessary and sufficient conditions are derived for 
geometric ergodicity in the particular case of a process with a finite 
state space. In chapter three it is shown that the Laplace transforms 
of the transition probabilities pertaining to an irreducible class all 
have the same abscissa of convergence, a fact that permits the definition 
of a-recurrence and leads to a result for a-recurrent processes that 
generalizes the familiar ergodic theorem of Markov chain theory; 
quasi-stationary distributions are also studied in the same chapter. 
Chapter four is devoted to some general ratio-limit theorems involving 
a parameter X (X equals zero in the usual ratio-limit theorems), 
and the last chapter applies the results obtained in the earlier part 
of the thesis to the study of an inventory model and a continuous-time 
Markov branching process.
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Department of Statistics of the Institute of Advanced Studies, Australian 
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greater portion of chapters three and four has been accepted for 
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chapters one, three and five are now being put into paper form with a 
view to publication in the very near future.
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is accounted for in this thesis. Approximately twelve months were 
spent in collaboration with Dr. D. Vere-Jones in the investigation of 
Markov processes defined on a topological (more specifically, a 
locally compact) state space and having continuous transition 
probabilities. Although our efforts in this direction were fairly 
fruitful, the subject matter bears too tenuous a relationship to the 
theme of this thesis to justify its inclusion here. Dr. Vere-Jones 
and I hope eventually to publish a joint paper based on our work.
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patient guidance, and his many invaluable comments and suggestions; and 
Professor P.A.P. Moran for his advice and encouragement. I should like 
also to express ray thanks and gratitude to the Australian Government,
3whose generous Colombo Plan scholarship gave me the opportunity of 
extending my education beyond the confines of the strictly academic, 
and contributed to making my eight years’ sojourn in this country 
the pleasant and highly rewarding one that it has been.
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6CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
§1. Definitions and notation,
Semi-Markov processes were first defined and studied by Levy 
[26]» [27] and Smith [37] in 1954, and a similar type of process was 
introduced in the same year in a paper by Takdcs [43]. The theory 
of such processes has since been extensively developed, mainly by Pyke 
and Schaufele. In 1961 Pyke [30], [31] gave a definition of a semi- 
Markov process and studied it in the special case of a finite state 
space; included in the first paper was a bibliography of works on the 
subject that have been published between 1954 and 1961. The definition 
of Pyke in [303 was a ’constructive' one which did not admit 
instantaneous states and defined the process only up to its first 
explosion; a more general definition allowing both instantaneous states 
and explosions was given by Pyke and Schaufele [32] in 1964. A 
general definition has also been given by Feller [15]. Roughly, a 
semi-Markov process is a generalization of a Markov process and differs 
from it in that the holding time in a given state has an arbitrary 
distribution and is not necessarily independent of the state immediately 
following the next transition.
Let us write I+ for the state space of the process, and denote 
by Z^. both the process and the state of the process at time t; it 
is unlikely that ambiguity will arise over the meaning of in a
7given context. Before we proceed to describe the process, we make the 
following definitions. U * t - sup{u < t : ^ Zt},
Vfc = inf{u > t : Zu ^ Zt> - t, Xt * + Vfc and Z* = Zt+y .
The interpretation of the various quantities is as follows: U is the
time that has expired since the last transition before time t, V
the remaining time to the next transition, X the length of time spent
in Zt, and Z* the state immediately following the next transition.
Let N.(t) = card{0 < u < t : Z  ^ Z = i) and N * T N.(t);
iel
these are respectively the number of transitions into state i, and 
the total number of transitions, in (0,t], (Pyke called the process 
(N^(t) : i e I+ , t j> 0} a Markov Renewal Process.) Z is said to be 
regular if PrfN^Ct) < «] ® 1 for all i e 1+ and all t 0, and 
strongly regular if Pr[N(t)<«>]=  1 for all t >_ 0. A regular 
process obviously need not be strongly regular (see, for example, remark 
2 of section 4, [33]). We observe that in [30], strong regularity 
was called regularity.
The process that we shall study in this thesis is the process 
defined by Pyke and Schaufele [32]; our notation is consistent with 
theirs, and we refer the reader to their paper for the complete definition 
and detailed description of the process. We shall assume that Z^ 
satisfies hypothesis A of [32!; for the sake of completeness, we 
note below the salient points of this hypothesis.
8Hypothesis A. Z^ is a separable stochastic process defined on a complete 
probability space having a denumerable state space I+, compactified 
by the addition of °°. Almost all sample functions are right continuous, 
have left limits on [0,°°), and are such that if Z as t ■> t
from one side, then -*■ 00 as t -> t from both sides. The
stochastic process : t ^ 0} is a Markov process having
the strong Markov property for all stopping times which are almost surely 
finite. Evolution of Zfc is determined by a matrix of one-step 
transition probabilities which satisfy
l Q^(°°) = 1» L Q-m (°) < and
jel
Q^Cx) = Pr[Z+ - J, Xt < x|Zt - i, Ut - 0s(Zv ,Uv); 0 < v < t]. The
transition probabilities, P^ (t) = Pr[Zt = j|ZQ = i, UQ = 0], are 
related to the Q^'s by the aquation
t
Pij(t) = + I / pkj(t-u)dQik(u) (1.1),
kel+ 0
where H^Ct) = £ Qik(t) iG the unconditional distribution of the holding
keE
time in state i. is clearly an honest distribution function.
The strong Markov property assumed in hypothesis A is an 
important one for it enables us later to establish the transition 
identities that are used throughout the thesis. Other important 
implications of the hypothesis are that the process is regular and every
9s t a t e  in  I + i s  s t a b l e  ( s ta b le  and in s ta n ta n e o u s  s t a t e s  w ere d e fin e d  
in  [ 32] ) .  A s i g n i f i c a n t  f e a tu r e  o f P y k e 's  d e f i n i t i o n  i s  t h a t  i t  
in c lu d e s  a l l  denum erable Markov p ro c e s s e s ;  on acco u n t o f t h i s ,  th e  
r e s u l t s  d e r iv e d  in  t h i s  t h e s i s  fo r  a g e n e ra l semi-M arkov p ro c e s s  q u i te  
o f te n  y i e ld ,  as  s p e c ia l  c a s e s ,  new r e s u l t s  in  th e  th e o ry  o f denum erab le , 
c o n tin u o u s - tim e  Markov p ro c e s s e s .
In  t h i s  th e s i s  we a re  m ain ly  concerned  w ith  th e  p r o p e r t ie s  o f 
q u a n t i t i e s  connec ted  w ith  th e  t r a n s i t i o n  p r o b a b i l i t i e s  P ^ ( t ) .  The 
b eh av io u r o f  P . , ( t )  i s  c lo s e ly  a s s o c ia te d  w ith  t h a t  o f th e  f i r s t
i j
p a ssag e  d i s t r i b u t i o n s
G ( t )  = Pr[N  ( t )  > 0 |Z Q = i ,  UQ = 0]
and th e  means
M ( t )  -  E[Nj ( t ) |Z Q = i ,  UQ = 0] + 6 .
P lay in g  a v i t a l  r o l e  in  l in k in g  th e s e  a r e  th e  ’ ta b o o ’ 
q u a n t i t i e s  d e f in e d  below .
L et D be a s u b - s e t  o f I + , p o s s ib ly  empty b u t s t r i c t l y  
c o n ta in e d  in  I + ; th e n
DP ( t )  = P r[Z t  -  j ;  Nk ( t )  -  0 f o r  a l l  k e D|Zq -  1 , UQ = 0 ] , 
( t )  = P r [ f o r  some u £  t ,  (u) > 0 , ^ ( u )  -  0 fo r  
a l l  k  e d | zq -  1 , UQ -  0 ] ,
dV 0  = {1 "  ajD >EtHj (8k > lZ0 “ 1 « U0 ’  01 +
and
10
where 6^D = 1 if j e D and zero otherwise, ■ min(tst^) and 
tk - inf{t > VQ : Z e D}.
Note that in all cases the 'taboo' is imposed only after the first
exit from the initial state. Clearly, if j e D, (t) = 6^{1-H (t)}.
The expectations of H. and G.. will be denoted by p and
 ^ 00 ^  00 ^
y ^  respectively i.e. n_. * J{l-H4(t)}dt and y ^  * /{1-G . A (t)}dt.j
States i and j are said to communicate if either i = j or
(»)Gji(«») > 0. Communication is an equivalence relation, and a set
of states is said to be irreducible if it is an equivalence class under
this relation. is said to be irreducible if there is only onet
irreducible class.
We shall write U (t) for the function which is one for t > c c —
and zero for t < c, and because of the frequent appearance of 
transforms and convolutions, we 3hall use the following abbreviations:
and
A (s) = J e otdA(t), 
0 -
(1-A)°(s) = / e'St{l-A(t)}dt, 
0-
£
A * B(t) = J B(t-u)dA(u).
0 -
A°(s) = / e StA(t)dt, 
0-
00
A+ (s) = / te otdA(t) 
0-
Important results in the thesis will be numbered according to the 
chapters in which they occur; thus theorem (equation) 2.3 will refer 
to the third theorem (equation) of chapter two.
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§2. Structure of thesis and its relationship to relevant literature.
Chapter I: In §3 we list the main identities governing transitions
between states. These are merely extensions of familiar results in 
the theory of Markov processes (see [ 5] for example), and most of 
them have already been quoted and used by Pylce [31 ], and Fyke and 
Schaufele [32]. The appearance of convolutions in all the identities 
makes the problems posed in this thesis specially amenable to solution 
by the method of Laplace and Laplace-Stieltjes transforms. It may in 
fact be said that the elementary leimnas on transforms and convolutions 
in §4 are the basic mathematical tools used in thin thesis, and we 
therefore feel justified in devoting an entire section to them, their 
elementary nature notwithstanding. Lemmas 1.1 - 1.4 are due to Widder 
[47], and the rest, though apparently new, are easily proved by 
imitating Widder’o methods.
The result in §5 gives U3 a simple criterion for the validity of
the key-renewal theorem (for a discussion on the key-renevral theorem,
00
see [33])- Let A be a renewal function on [0,») i.e. A(t) * £ B^n^(t),
(0) (l) nBS°where B (t) * Ug(t), B (t) is some distribution function
(possibly dishonest), and B^n^(t) is the n-fold convolution of
B ^ ( t )  with itself (n > 1). If B ^ ( t )  is non-lattice,
00
v = (t))dt and v  ^ is interpreted as zero if v is infinite,
0
12
t ft _1 00
then the key-renewal theorem states that lim Jg(t-u)d^(u) = v /g(u)du
t*^00 0 0
provided g satisfies certain conditions. The conditions stipulated 
by Smith in his 1954 paper [36] are too stringent and exclude a large 
class of functions. A later set of conditions of his (1961, [40] : 
page 469), and Feller’s condition of direct Riemann integrability 
(see [l6])> are more easily satisfied; in fact, lemma 1.8 of §5 
asserts that all functions which are Lebesgue integrable and of bounded 
total variation in [O,00) are directly Riemann integrable. This 
result i3 used at a crucial stage in the proof of the main ergodic 
theorem of Chapter III where, in the case of an a-null recurrent 
process, the relevant function satisfies none of Smith’s earlier 
conditions.
Chapter II: We restrict our attention in this chapter to an irreducible
class i.e. an equivalence class of mutually communicating states.
By a solidarity property (of an irreducible class E) we shall mean a 
property possessed by either every state in E, or none. Well-known 
examples of such properties are those of recurrence and positive 
recurrence in the theory of Markov processes.
In §1 we assume the existence of lim P..(t) and denote it by
t-*»
H . (The existence of the limit when i is stable and n < 00 wasij j
proved by Smith [37], who showed that II G (°°)n u  ^ if ii < «*ijV  ^ j jj jj
and P.. * 0 if U..
3 j or is transient. Recently in 1966,
00
13
Yackel [48] proved the existence of the limit when j ir. an
instantaneous state, and discussed the case of a process in which
ru * 00 for every j in I+ .) A transition i -*> j is said to be
geometrically ergodic if there exists a positive X such that
-A t 13
P..(t) -II..» o(e J ) as t ■+ ». In 1959 Kendall [19] proved ij ij
the following solidarity theorem for irreducible, discrete-time Markov 
chains: if for some i, the transition i -*■ i is geometrically
ergodic, then for all j ,k in I , the transition j -*■ k is geometrically 
ergodic. This was improved upon by Vere-Jones [45] in 1962: Vere-Jones
showed that there exists a parameter of convergence X > 0 which is
common to all transitions i + j; in the case of a transient chain, a 
best possible parameter is obtainable. In [2C], Kingman extended 
Vere-Jones* results to continuous-time, transient Markov processes; 
and finally, in [21], to both transient and recurrent processes by 
applying Vere-Jones’ results to the discrete skeleton of the continuous­
time process. We ask in the first section of this chapter if the results 
of Kingman would continue to hold for a general semi-Markov process.
An unqualified, affirmative answer is obtained if the process is transient; 
if the process is recurrent, the solidarity theorem holds provided certain 
regularity conditions are imposed on the holding time distributions 
H^(t). These conditions are trivially satisfied if the process is 
Markov, and the holding time distributions consequently negative 
exponential. We are aided in the proof of our theorem by results of
14
Leadbetter [25] and Stone [42]. We conclude the section by 
establishing a necessary condition for geometric ergodicity.
In §2 we persist with the assumption of irreducibility but 
consider only irreducible classes with a finite number of states. It 
has been shown by Pyke ([30] : lemma 4.1) that when the state space 
is finite, the process is necessarily strongly regular. There is thus 
only a finite number of transitions in any finite interval of time and 
we can, when considering transitions between two given states in a 
finite time, enumerate all possible paths of the process. This strong 
regularity is made use of in this section to establish necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the finite process to be geometrically ergodic.
Chapter III. We consider again an irreducible class E. In §1 and
§2 we show that the transforms P. .°(s) and G^.^s) have abscissaeij ij
of convergence that are common to all transitions, i -► j, within E. 
Denoting the common abscissa of convergence of P^^Cs) by -a and 
calling a the convergence parameter of E, we are able to define 
a-transience, a-positive recurrence and ot-null recurrence (a >_ 0), 
and demonstrate that each is a solidarity property. Our theorems yield 
as special cases results of Kingman [20 ] on continuous-time Markov 
processes and Vere-Jones [45 3 on discrete-time Markov chains. When 
a - 0, our results show that ordinary transience, recurrence and 
positive recurrence are solidarity properties; this result is not
15
antirely new, for the solidarity property of ordinary recurrence 
follows immediately from theorem 5.1 of Pyke [30].
In §3 we prove the existence of, and evaluate, the limits as
t -► 00 of e . . (t) (i,j e E) under the following conditions:
a > 0, or a = 0 and n. < °°; e {l-H^(t)} is of bounded, total
variation in [0,»); and at least one non-zero (t) (k,fc e E)
is non-lattice. The last condition eliminates periodicity, and the
regularity condition on H,(t) prevents extremely erratic behaviour _t_ 
of the function eatP^(t). If is Markovian (whence H^(t) * 1 - e ^),
all the conditions are trivially satisfied: if Z i s  semi-Markov and
a = 0, then e (l-H^(t)} has total variation in [0,°°) equal to one.
Our theorem thus generalizes the results of Vere-Jones [45] and Kingman 
[20] for Markov processes, and the result of Smith ([37] • theorem 5) 
for semi-Markov processes with a * 0 and n < ®. In an analogous 
manner to the Markovian case, the limits of the quantities
ct £
e P (t) are positive if E is a-positive recurrent, and zero otherwise.
When E is a-positive recurrent, we cannot extend the results of 
Vere-Jones and Kingman further by expressing as they did the limits 
as the product x r^aj > where x.^  and m^ are respectively the 
unique a-invariant vector and a-invariant measure. Even in the 
case a » 0 an invariant measure does not exist in general, and an 
example will be produced in §4 to show this. However, when Z is
16
a Markov process, a little more may be added to known results. For a 
continuous-time 'Markov process, Kingman [20] has proved the existence 
of a unique «-invariant vector x^, and a unique «-invariant measure 
m ^ , satisfying respectively the two sets of equations
l '«(‘K  “ e‘keE i ’
I  mlcpki(t) 13 e atm , for all i,j e E, t 0. 
keE J J
He s h w e d  furthermore that E is «-positive recurrent if and only if
x .m,t i i
I  m x converges, and then L * - y -■s-j—  . In §4 we complement 
keE k k ^keE
Kingman’s results by proving that the unique «-invariant vector and 
measure are respectively given by x^ « (-a) and m^ = .jP.^ 0 (-a),
where 1 is some fixed state in E; moreover, L « (q^-cOL^^x^m^
and £ « 1, where * x^m, [ £ xr m^] 1 and q^1 is the
keE keE
-1 mean
of the holding time in state 1.
We consider in §5 the sum R (X,t) * £ u. P, (t)e'
J keE Ic
and S^CXjt) » ][ P ^(t)e v^: and establish conditions under which
keE
they are finite for every t, and converge to finite limits as t -*• ».
Our results yield as a special case a theorem of Vere-Jones
([45] : theorem 6.1) for discrete-time Markov chains. The result
17
concerning the convergence of S^(A,t) to a finite limit, as t -► », 
is used at the end of the section to study the existence of ’quasi­
stationary distributions’ ; these are the limits (when they exist) of 
the quantities
V° pii(t)I pik(t)keE
V„(t) is of particular interest when the irreducible class E is
not closed i.e. there is a positive probability of a transition from
some state in E to some state outside E. When this is so,
£ Q , (°°) < 1 for some i in E, and E is easily shown to be 
keE ik
transient (once the process escapes from E, it cannot return since E 
is irreducible); V^. (t) may then be interpreted as the probability 
that the process goes from i to j in time t, conditional on its
being in E up to time t. Let 1 - r. * lim £ P., (t) (i e E)
t-*» keE 1
be the probability that the process starting from i remains 
forever in E. If 1 - r^ > 0, V^ _, (t) -*■ 0; we then study the more
interesting quantity
pii(t)ri
Hn (t) " ----  >3 I r„ (t)r.
keE lk k
whose interpretation is the probability that at time t the process is 
in state j, given that it started from i, was in E till time t, 
and will eventually escape from E. We shall derive sufficient conditions 
under which (t) tends to an honest distribution (over E) as t -*■ °°.
18
For finite, discrete-time Markov chains, quasi-stationary distributions 
were first studied by Seneta and Darroch [9 ] in 1965, and a discussion
of the continuous time case was given by t;10 two authors in [10]' in 1966 
Seneta. and Vere-Jones [34], using the concept of a-positive recurrence, 
obtained results for the denumerable, discrete-time Markov chain. A 
portion of the results of Seneta and Vere-Jones emerge as a special case of our 
theorem 3.8 (for general semi-Markov processes) and corollary 3.5 
(for continuous-time Markov processes).
Chapter IV: We dispense with the assumption of irreducibility in this
—  9 Xv • —  ^chapter. Let P..(A,t) = J e XP (x)dx and M. (X,t) = J e dM (x).
Q  * *J Q  J
After some preliminary lemmas in SI, we proceed in §2 to 
evaluate, under certain conditions, the limits of the ratios
P (A,t) S,,(X,t)
-----  and e I .
Pw (*#t)
Results for the case X = 0 have already been proved by Pyke and 
Schaufele [32], and it is in extending their results to cases X >_ 0 
that the usefulness of the elementary lemma in Chapter I viz lemma 1.5, 
is exemplified. In the case of an irreducible class E with 
convergence parameter a, our results yield the limits of
P (a,t) M (a5t)
-----  and ----  ,
pu (a>t) Mwh°,t*
19
and generalize a result of Vere-Jones [45] for discrete-time Markov 
chains.
Chapter V: In §1 we use the analytical technique and results of
earlier chapters to study an inventory model in which the restocking 
policy is a special case of the familiar (S,s) type,, while in §2 
we apply corollary 3.5 to the problem of deriving quasi-stationary 
distributions for continuous-time Markov branching processes.
20
§3. Transition Identities.
The identities in this section are straightforward generalizations 
of well-known identities in the theory of Markov processes. Host of 
them have been quoted, usually \7ith0ut proof, and used in the paper by 
Pylce and Schaufele [32 ].
Let G °(t) = UQ(t), G ^ ( t )  * G^(t) and, for n > 1»
G_. ^  (t) = the n-fold Laplace-Stielt jes convolution of G_.^  (t)
with itself. For i ^ j, define G^^^(t) = G_^(t) and
G n^^(t) = G, ,*G..^n ^(t), (n > 1). The iterates of the taboo ij Lj 33
distributions, -G. ^(t), are similarly defined by replacing in K ij
the above definitions G, . ^ G\t) with , G,/^(t) and G. .^(t)jj k jj ij
with kG±iM M -
An attractive feature of semi-Markov processes, which makes its 
theory so tractable, is that its points of transition are regeneration 
points which erase all memory of the past. Moreover, the points 
of entry into a given fixed state are points of regeneration of a 
recurrent (or regenerative) event. (See Smith [37] for a definition 
and description of a regenerative process. A recent, thorough 
development of the theory of regenerative events is given by 
Kingman in [22], [23] and [24].) M (t) is therefore the 
renewal function associated with the recurrent event Z enters 
state jf:. The length of the time interval between two successive 
occurrences of this event has the distribution G,. (t), soj j
21
= IG (n) (t) ,
and
n=0
M (t) = 1 + G *M (t)jj jj jj (1.2).
A similar renewal theory type of argument yields
= 1 + kGjj*kMjj(t)> k * J (1-2a)
When i ^ j, (t) is the renewal function associated with a
’delayed’ recurrent event (see, for instance [14] 1 chapterXUL),
00
so we have M (t) = \ G n^ \t), and
J n=l ~5
M (t) = M *G (t)ijv ; jj ±y } (1.3).
Similarly, kM±j (t) = ^ / ^ ( t ) (1.3a).
Let p * inf(t : t >_ 0, Z ^ Z } and 6 . = inf{t : t> p , Z * j}.
» v  J t
These are random variables representing respectively the time spent 
in the initial state and the first entrance time into state j.
A  a  /V
Let 0 = 0 - p and G. ,(t) =* Pr[0. < tIZA = i, I L *  0]. Then,j j ij j —  ' 0 0
A
since 0 and p are independent random variables because of the strong 
Markov property,
G.^t) = Pr[8 <_ t|z0 - i, U0 - 0] - G ^(t) (1.4)
The next group of equations are forward equations derived by 
considering the last transition. Since Zfc is regular, the number of
22
t r a n s i t io n s  in to  a f ix e d  s t a t e  j in  any time in te r v a l  [ 0 , t ) ,  
t  < « ,  i s  f i n i t e  w ith p r o b a b i l i ty  one; hence by the theorem o f  
t o t a l  p r o b a b i l i ty ,
and
P ^ ( t )  = 6 {1-H ( t ) }  + I  G^.(n )*( 1-H4) ( t ) ,
n=l j
Pi j ( t )  = M *(1-H ) ( t ) (1 .5 )
( ( 1 - H . ) ( t )  denotes the fun ction  1 -  H . ( t ) ) .
j
S im ila r ly ,
j
kV0 ■ kVtt'V(t> (1 .5a )
Furthermore, s in c e
and
we have
( t )  -  G Ct) + I  j V ' V  ( t )  
J n®l J
( t )  = 4p „ ( t )  +
Gi j ( t )  ” j lIi i * i Gi j ( t )
(1 . 6 )
P ( t )  * M * P ( t )  i j v ; i i  i  i j V ; ( 1 .7 ) .
By con sid er ing  the f i r s t  t r a n s i t io n ,  we ob ta in  the backward 
equation
V° V° lk el
kjtj
°ilc*Gkj (1 . 8)
23
The last three identities of this section are first entrance 
formulas which may be proved by means of the strong Markov property 
and familiar probabilistic arguments (see, for example, Chung’s 
proof in [5 ], chapterll.il).
Gij(t) = kGij(t) + jGik*Gkj(t) (1.9)
Pij(t) = kPij(t) + Gik*Pkj(t) (1.10)
kPij(t) = h,kPij(t) + kGih*kPhj(t)’ h * k (1.11)
Identies (1.1) - (1.11) hold for all i,j,k,h in I+ , 
except where expressly stated otherwise. It should be borne in mind
that Dpi;1(t) - 6 {1-H(t)} if j e D.
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§4. Properties of convolutions and Laplace-Stieltjes transforms»
From now on, t,x and u will denote real variables, s a 
complex one, and X, 6, y, a and 0 real parameters; the real 
part of s will be written Rs. The first four lemmas of this 
section are due to Widder [47]; lemmas 1.5 and 1.6 appear to be new, 
but are very easily proved by the standard methods.
All functions appearing in the lemmas of this section are 
assumed non-negative in [0,») and identically zero in (-°°,0).
Lemma 1.1. ([47] : page 40). If A (s) converges for s * -X + i6
with X > 0, then A(°°) exists and A(t) - A(®) * o(e ^t) a3 
t + °°.
Lemma 1.2. ([47] : page 39). If A(«) exists and
—X t *A(t) - A(«>) ■ o (e ) as t -> 03 , for some X, then A (s)
converges for all Rs > -X.
Lemma 1.3. ([47] : page 58). If A(t) i3 monotonic, then the real
* *point of the axis of convergence of A (s) is a singularity of A (s)
Lemma 1.4. (|47 ] : page 89). If C(t) =* A*B(t), and A (s^) and
& ÄB (Sq ) converge, one of them absolutely, then C (Sq ) converges and 
C*(sQ) * A (o0)B*(s0).
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Note that unlike corollary 1.2 below, lemma 1.4 makes no 
assumption of monotonicity. With the help of lemmas 1.1 and 1,2, 
the condition of absolute convergence in lemma 1.4 may be removed to 
obtain the following slightly weaker result:
Lemma 1.4.a. If C(t) ® A*B(t) and if both A (-X) and B (-X)
—X *converge for some X > 0, then for all Rs > — C (s) converges and
&  Ä  *vC (s) ■ A (s)B (s).
Proof: By lemma 1.1, A - A(t) * o(e ^t) and B - B(t) * o(e ^t)
as t -+• «. Since
2 t
AB - C(t) - B{A-A(t)} + J {B - B(t-u)}dA(u) 4- J {B - B(t-u)}dA(u),
0 t
-Xt 2
2 *AB - C(t) = o(e ) as t », 30 by lemma 1.2, C (s)
converges for all Rs > —y. We can now appeal to yet another result
of Widder’s ([47] : page 91) to assert that C (s) * A (s)B (s)
* „ -Xfor Rs > — 2«
Lemma 1.5. Suppose C(t) * A*B(t). Then for every X, 
t , t t-x .( i )  /  e XdC(x) =* J  e X  /  e UdB(u)dA(x),
0 0 0
t . t t-x .
(ii) / e XC(x)dx * / e X J e UB(u)dudA(x)
0 0 0
and
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(iü)
t t t-x t
/ xe XdC(x) = J eAX J ue UdB(u)dA(x) + J xe X
0 0 0 0
t-x
J e UdB(u)dA(x) 
0
Proof t The proofs of all three equations are very similar, and we
shall concern ourselves with (iii) only. On integrating by part3,
the left hand side of (iii) becomes
. t t x \  \
te Jß(t-u)dA(u) - J{J B(x--u)dA(u)}{e X + Xxe X}dx 
o 0 0
t . tt . tt
Jte B(t-u)dA(u) - JJ B(x--u)e XdxdA(u) - A// B(x~u)xe XdxdA.(u)
t % t t . t
J te?ltB(t-u)dA(u) - Je^U jB(x-v)e*^X U^dxdA(u) -xje^u Jß(x-u)xeA X^ U <lxdA(u)
0 0 u 0 u
t . t . t-u . t t-u .
Jte B(t-u)dA(u) - Je UJ B(x)e XdxdA(u) - xje UJ xeAXB(x)dxdA(u)
0 0 0 0
t . t-u .
-XJ ue u J e XB(x)dxdA(u) 
0 0
t-u t~u
Je^U{ (t-u)e^ ^  U^B(t-u) - J e^XB(x)dx ~ xj xe*XB(x)dx}dA(u) 
0 0 0
+ Jue^u{eA t^ u^B(t-u) - xj e^xB(x)dx}dA(u) 
0 0
t . t-u . t t-u
Je u J xe XdB(x)dA(u) + J ue U J e XdB(x)dA(u). 
0 0 0 0
If (i) is established, (iii) may of course be easily obtained 
from it by differentiating both sides of the equation with respect to X.
11
To emphasize the convolution structure present in the equations of 
Lemma 1.5» we rephrase the lemma thus:
* r AxLemma 1,5a. Suppose C(t) » A*B(t) and let F (X,t) = j e dF(x), 
t . t 0
F°(l,t) *  J e XF(x)dx and F (A,t) * f xe XdF(x), where F may 
0 0
be any of the functions A,B oi: C. Then for every A,
A A A
(i) C (A,t) = B (A,.) * A (A , t) ,
(Ü) c°a,t) - B°(X,.) * A*(A ,t)
and
A  A  4.(iii) C (A,t) * b (a ,.:) * A (A,t) + B (A,.) * A (A, t).
Corollary 1.1. Suppose A(t) is monotonic increasing. C°(-;
X o Oconverges if and only A (-A) and B (-A) converge. If C (-A)
O A oconverges, then C (-A) 35 A (-A)B (-A).
Corollary 1.2. Suppose A(t) and B(t) are monotonic increasing.
& Ä ^C (-A) converges if and only if A (~A) and B (“A) converge.
If C (-A) converges, then C (~X) «* A (-A)B (-A).
Proofs: Corollary 1.1 follows from (ii) and corollary 1.2 from (i).
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Corollary 1.3. Suppose A(t) and B(t) are monotonic increasing.
+ 4* +C (~X) converges if and only if A (-A) and B (-A) converge.
If C+ (-A) converges, then C+ (-A) « A+ (-X)B (-A) + A (-A)B+ (-A).
Proof: The 1 if' part follows easily from (iii). Suppose C+ (-A)
converges. Then
t
2 t-x
00 > C (-A) / e 'X f ue UdB(u)dA(x)
0 0
1 1
2 2
>_ / e^XdA(x) I ue^UdB(u)
0 0
T 2
_> / e^XdA(x) J ue^udB(u) for all t 2T.
0 0
4- 4.Hence B (-A) converges; similarly, A (~A) converges. Clearly 
from (iii), C+ (-A) = A+ (-A)B*(-A) + A*(-A)B+ (-A).
Corollary 1.4. Suppose F(t) ■ G(t) + H*F(t), H(t) is monotonic
O *
increasing, G (-A) and H (~A) converge, and H (-X) < 1.
Then F°(-X) converges qnd F°(-A) * — G . —  .
1-H (-A)
Proof: The proof of this corollary is similar to that of corollary 1.5
below. Alternatively, it may be regarded as a direct consequence of
lemma 1.3.
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Corollary 1.5. Suppose F(t) * G(t) + H*F(t), F(t), G(t) and H(t)
* + +are all monotonic increasing, F (-X), G (-X) and H (-X) converge, 
•k 4.and H (-X) < 1. Then F (-X) converges, and
f+ (-x ) + .
1 - H (-X)
Proof: From (iii),
t t t t-x t t-x
/xe XdF(x) * /xe XdG(x) + Je XJ ue UdF(u)dH(x) + JxeAXJ eAUdF(u)dH(x)
0 0 0 0
£  G+ ( -X) + JxeXxdF(x)H*(-X) + F*(-X)H+ (-X) . 
0
Hence
I xeXxdF(x) < g - ^ L )- ± H_ (-X)FJ-_X) 
0 1 - H (-X)
< 00 .
and F (-X) converges. The rest of the lemma now follows easily,
Lemma 1.6. Suppose A(t) is monotonic increasing, A(«) exists
and X > 0.
CO
J eXt{A(»> 
0
Then A (-X) converges if and only if
- A(t)}dt converges.
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Note: The lemma obviously cannot be extended to include the case
X = 0, for otherwise any honest distribution function with an 
infinite first moment will provide us with a contradiction.
Proof: Let R(t) * f e*UdA(u) and S(t) « x/ e^U{A(®) - A(u)}du?
0 0
then S(t) * R(t) + e^t{A(»> - A(t)} + A(0) - A(~). If A*(-X)
converges, e^t{A(») - A(t)} -»-0 by lemma 1.1, so S(») converges.
00
If J e^AC«») - A(t)}dt converges, then 
0
00 00
* > / e^t(A(®) - A(t)}dt » / e^tdA(t)
0 0
_  t _  _
where A(t) * J{A(«) - A(u)}du. By lemma 1.1, A(«*>) - A(t) *
0
00 00 t+l
J(A(®) - A(ujdu * o(e **). Now J{A(«) - A(u)>du >_ eXt / &(«)-A(u)}du
t t t
e^t{A(«>) - A(t+1)>, so e^t{A(«) - A(t)} 0 and R(«) ■ A (-X) converges
In succeeding chapters, we wish to apply Widder’s lemmas to 
the Laplace-Stieltjes transorm3 of P^Ct), G^(t) and the 
corresponding taboo quantities. The next lemma shows that 
Tt ~s tJ e dP (t) exists for every finite T, so we may define the 
0 13
Laplace-Stieltjes transform of P^(t) by
P'ij*(s) = I e"StdPij(t) “ T ~  I e'StdPi;)<t)-
Gij(t), being a monotonic function, presents no difficulty.
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Lemma 1.7. P..(t) and ,P..(t)---------  ij k ij
in [0,T] for every finite T.
are functions of bounded variation
Proof: Let VarT<A) denote the variation of the function A in the 
interval [0,T]. We have VarT (l-H^> £  1, and Var^CM^) * M (t); 
Mij(t> by virtue of the regularity of the process. Hence 
by (1.5) and theorem 11.2b of Widder,
Var_(P, ) < Var_(l-H.)Var_(M..)T ij —  T j T ij
< ®.
Similarly, from (1.5a), V a r ^ P ^ )  <_ fcM (t) < «.
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§5. Comments on the key-renewal theorem.
Suppose A(t) is a renewal function i.e. A(t) = £ ;(t),
n=0
where B ^ \ t )  = U^(t), E ^ ( t )  is a distribution function (possibly
dishonest) and B^(t), n > 1, is the n-fold convolution of
00
B ^ ( t )  with itself. Let v = / { 1 - B ^  (t)}dt and interpret v ^
0
as zero if the integral diverges. The key renewal theorem states that
lim A * g(t) - v  ^J g(x)dx 
t-*» o
if one of the following conditions holds:
(A) g is bounded, Lebesgue integrable and non-increasing in [0,»):
(B) g is Riemann integrable in every finite interval and
00
1 sup |g(x)| < «; 
n*Gn<x<n+l
(C) g is directly Riemann integrable.
(g is directly Riemann integrable if for sufficiently small h, the 
00 00
3ums o(h) * h J sup g(x) and £<h) » h £ inf g(x)
n*l (n~l)h<x<nlc n*l(n-l)h<x<nh
converge absolutely, and lim{a(h) - £<h)} =0.)
h+0
(k)If in addition v < °°, then the key-renewal theorem holds if B
possesses an absolutely continuous component for some k, g is
bounded and Lebesgue integrable in [0,»)s and lim g(t) = 0
t-*»
(Smith, [36]).
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Conditions A and B are due to Smith (1954, [35]; 1961, [40 ]),
and condition C to Feller (1964, [16 3)- It is easy to see that A 
implies C, which in turn implies B, so that B is satisfied by the 
largest class of functions. (The class of functions satisfying B 
is strictly larger than the class of functions satisfying C: it
requires little effort to construct an example of a function which 
satisfies B but not C.)
In applications of the key-renewal theorem, it may happen that A 
does not hold, as when g is not non-increasing, and B and C are 
not easily verifiable directly. One such situation occurs in the 
proof of theorem 3.4 of this thesis? there, the relevant function 
satisfies instead the condition
(D) g is non-negative, Lebesgue integrable and of bounded total variation 
in [0,«).
The chief object of this section is to prove that C follows from D.
Let M (h) and m (h) denote respectively the supremum and infimum n n
of g in the interval [(n-l)h,nh), and write Var(g) for the total 
variation of g in [0,«>.
Lemma 1.8. If g is non-negative, Lebesgue integrable and of bounded
total variation in [0,»), then g is directly Riemann integrable
00
(whence A * g(t) -*• v 1 \ g(t)dt).
0
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P ro o f : For ev ery  f ix e d  h > 0 9 s in c e  g i s  Lebesgue in t e g r a b le ,
CO N
00 > J g ( t ) d t > _ h £ n i  (h) fo r  ev ery  N; hence c_(h) < °°. For ev e ry  II,
0 n= l n
«•N _
h £ M (h) -  h J' ra (h) _< hV ar(g)., so a (h )  < ® and lim {o (h ) -  £ (h )}  = 0 . 
n -1  n n= l n h+0
A nother u s e f u l  c r i t e r i o n  fo r  d i r e c t  Riemann i n t e g r a b i l i t y  was g iv e n
by F e l l e r  ([ 16] 5 page 349, exam ple a ) 5 t h i s  we s t a t e  a s  ou r
n e x t lemma.
Lemma 1 .9 . Suppose g i s  n o n -n e g a tiv e  and c o n tin u o u s . Then g 
i s  d i r e c t l y  Riemann in t e g r a b le  i f  and o n ly  i f  a ( l )  < « .
P ro o f : Suppose g i s  d i r e c t l y  Riemann in t e g r a b le .  We can  th e n  s e l e c t
GO
a number h , 0 < h < 1, so th a t  o (h ) = h £ M (h) < «>. For e v e ry  r ,
n = l
th e r e  e x i s t s  n  such th a t  H (h) = M (1 ) .  Renee
00 00
h £ M (1) £  h  J  M (h) < °°, so  o (1) < « . 
r=*l r  n= l n
Suppose now th a t  a ( l )  < » ,  and h i s  any p o s i t i v e  number 
s m a lle r  th a n  one. For ev e ry  n ? th e r e  e x i s t s  r  such t h a t
0 0  0 0
M (h ) £  M ( l ) ;  hence ö (h )  = h £ II (h) £  h{ [ h '1 ] + 1} £ M <1) < « ,
H  ** 1  n  "  m ITn -1  r » l
w here [h d en o te s  th e  i n t e g r a l  p a r t  o f h How choose N so t h a t
00
£ M (1) < ■!§- . S ince  g i s  u n ifo rm ly  c o n tin u o u s  in  [0 ,N + 1], we can  
n=*N+l n J
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choose h < 1 so that M (h) - m (h) < e for all n < [— — -].— nn n 3 (N+l)
Then
CO
a(h) - £(h) = h £ {Mn(h) - m^Ch)} + h £ {M^Ch) - m^Ch)}
The converse of lemma 1.8 is false; while a directly Riemann 
integrable function is necessarily Lebesgue integrable, it is not 
true that it must also be of bounded total variation. As a counter 
example, consider the continuous, non-negative function g defined as 
follows: for every non-negative integer n,
Mn(h)
00
< f + h{[h_1] + 1} I M (1) 
n=N+l n
< E.
g (n) » g (n + — -— r-) = -----
(n+l)J (n+l)
g (n + — -— ~ + ----— ~ ) = 0
(n+l; 2(n+ly
r = 0,1,.. •,(n+l)3 - 1.
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In the Interval [n + — -— k  , n + — --- = + --- -— -) (and the interval
(n+l)J (n+1) 2(n+l)J
r 1 yj.1[n + ----- r- + ------ r- , n + ----- r]), g is a straight line joining
(n+ir 2(n+l) (n+l)J
its values at the end points of the interval. For this function g,
M (1) * n ln
—— r-» jand a(l) = \ — y < 00, so by lemma 1.9, g is directly
n=l n
Riemann integrable. However, the variation of g in [0,N] is 
N
n*l 3 ^ iI + i2 + - A - 2 -a -N--- (N4-1)which is unbounded in N.
\ ■¥ X i_ (n 0) + (N+if
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CHAPTER II 
Geometric Ergodicity
SI. A solidarity theorem.
Let E be an irreducible class i.e. for every i in E, i 
communicates with a state j if, and only if, j e E. In this and
the subsequent chapter, we restrict our attention to only those transitions 
which occur between the states of E. In the present chapter, we assume 
that 0 < < 00 for every j in E; under this assumption, the limits
n of the transition probabilities P^(t) exist, are independent of 
the original states i, and are positive or zero according as E is 
positive recurrent or not. (See theorem 5 of Smith [37], or 
theorem 3.4 of this thesis.) We shall call a property a 'solidarity 
property' if it is possessed by either every state of E, or none: or 
by either every transition within E, or none. A transition from i 
to j (i,j e E) is said to be geometrically ergodic if there exists 
a positive number X
a state i is geometrically ergodic if the transition from i to i is 
geometrically ergodic.
If Zt is Markovian, Kendall [19 ], Kingman [20 1 and [21 1» and 
Vere-Jones [45 ] have shown that all transitions in E are geometrically 
ergodic, given that some state in E is (see §2 of chapter I for a 
fuller discussion); the main purpose of this section Is to examine 
whether this type of solidarity behaviour persists in a general semi-
-Xi t
such that P (t) - = o(e J ) as t -► »;
Markov process.
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Transcience and recurrence will be comprehensively treated in the 
next chapter. It suffices here to say that a state i is transient if 
GifC00) < 1, positive - recurrent if C00) “ 1 and < », and
null-recurrent if G^(°°) =  ^ anc* s 00> anc* that the states of an
irreducible class are either all transient, all positive - recurrent, 
or all null-recurrent. E is transient, positive-recurrent or null- 
recurrent according as whether its states are transient, positive- 
recurrent or null-recurrent.
We show firstly that a null-recurrent state cannot be geometrically 
ergodic, so that we need consider the transient and positive-recurrent 
cases only. Suppose to the contrary that a state i is null-recurrent 
and geometrically ergodic. Then the first passage distribution G^(t) 
is honest and has an infinite mean, and there exists a positive number 
X such that e^CP^(t) *  0 as t Since P^(t) >_ 1 - H^(t),
it follows that eXt{l-Hi(t)} *► o. Hence there exists a positive 6,
6 < X, for which both the integrals P^^ - d )  and (1-Hj)0 (-5) 
converge . Putting i * j a k in (1.10) and using corollary 1.1,
Awe 3ee that (-6) converges. But this is a contradiction, since
£
the convergence of G ^  (-6), 6 > o, implies the existence of all
moments of G^(t).
Suppose a state b in E is geometrically ergodic. If E is 
transient, the results of Kingman and Vere-Jones carry over without change 
to the general semi-Markov process, and we can then assert that all 
transitions within E are geometrically ergodic. However, if E is
positive recurrent, difficulties arise and conditions must be imposed 
on the holding time distribution H, (t).
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These conditions are of course satisfied when Zfc is Markovian, and 
H^(t) consequently negative exponential.
The first condition is rather obvious: we want the tail 1 - H^(t)
to tend to zero exponentially fast as t -► ». We shall see later that 
this is also a necessary condition for every transition to be geometrically 
ergodic.
Denote the first two moments of H^(t) by and  ^ and
write N^(t) = 1 + £ H^^t), where H^n^(t) is the n-fold convolution
n=l
of H^(t) with itself. N^(t) is a renewal function, and if
- V« -Xt) for some positive X, all the moments of H^(t)
exist and the corresponding renewal process is positive recurrent. By
t \  2a well-known renewal theorem (see [38]), N, (t)----- — *—  + R(t),
b n» H
where R(t) is a remainder function that tends to zero. The other 
condition that we have to impose on H^Ct) is one that ensures that 
R(t) tends to zero exponentially fast. Sufficient conditions for this 
to happen have been obtained by Leadbetter [25] and Stone [42], and 
we now quote their results without proof.
Leadbetter*s theorem. If H^(t) Is absolutely continuous with density 
function Ct); and for some X > 0, H^(-X) converges and
ly-X+iy)
— _j+±y" e L^C”00»00)» then there exists 6 > 0 such that
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V O  - f- 
b nb 2n?
b.2 , , -fit.+ o(e ) as t
7%Stoned theorem. If H^(-X) converges for some X > 0, and H^Ct) 
is lattice or strongly non-lattice, then there exists 6 > o such that
N (t) - —  * —k-*- + o(e ^t) as t «. 
b nb 2n?
(A function A(t) is said to be lattice if there exists y f o such
that A (iy) « 1, and strongly non-lattice if I y I* l-A (-iy) > o.)
A simple proof of Stone’s result was obtained by Teugels [4 4]«
Note that by Stone's theorem, the condition ' **b^  e l . (-»,«) »
-X+iy
in Leadbetter’s theorem is superfluous; for if H^(t) a^so^utely
•kcontinuous and H^(-X) converges, then H^Ct) must be strongly non-lattice 
(see [25]).
We shall need also a modified version of Stone’s theorem to treat 
the case of a 'delayed' renewal process; in such a process, the time to 
the first renewal has a different distribution, H^(t) say. If N^(t) 
is the renewal function associated with the delayed process, then
Nb (t) - 1 + lyt) + Hk * I H^n)(t) = 1 + * Nb(t).
n=l
The following modified form of Stone's theorem is easily proved.
Stone's modified theorem. If H^(-X) and H^(-9) converge, X > 0 ,
6 > 0 , H^(t) is lattice or strongly non-lattice, and
<(S)
N*(s) 1 +
1-h£(s)
then there exists y > 0 such that
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N^(t) - ~  = + •b---- + o(e“Yt) as t -► «,
where is the mean of H^. The equation is satisfied by
V = -|min{6,0}, where 6 is the parameter of convergence in the 
enunciation of Stone’s original theorem.
Proof: Let ß = min{6,0}. From the definition of N^(t),
( t )  -  £ -  -  1 +  J0<Nb < t-u ) -  ^ f d H ^ u ) - ^ - / o U _ \ (u ))d u  ’
and
N . (t> nb n
t nb,2 % ~ nk
b 2n
il. Nb (t-u) t-u _ nb,2
'b 2nb
dHfc(u)
00 f|
+ -~f {1-Hk (u)}du + - ^ { 1 - H k (t)}
b t
- ßt 
2 as t -*■ «.
Note that Stone's original theorem is a special case of Stone's modified 
theorem with *
In proving the solidarity theorem for geometric ergodicidy, we 
shall be relying heavily on the transition identities of §3, chapter I; 
by means of Laplace-Stieltjes transforms and their properties, we shall 
make inferences regarding a general transition, j to k, from what 
is known of a given transition, b to b. To facilitate this task, we 
now list explicitly the transition identities which we shall be using. 
Taking Laplace-Stieltjes transforms in (1.9) - (1-11), we have, for every 
b,j,k in E, with b ^ j , b ^ k ,  j ^ k :
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* !-»£<•>
P hv, < s > - - - - * - * -
i-Sb (S>
Gbb (s) " kGbb (s) + bGbk (s)Gkb (s)
Gkb*(s) = kGkb*(s) + bGkk‘(s)Gkb*(s)
Pkb*(s) ‘ Gkb*(s)Pbb*(s)
bPkk (S)
* . .
x-bGkk (s)
bPbk (s) ‘ bGbk (s)bPkk (s)
* A, (3)
Pbk <s)
b bk
X-Gbb (s>
Pkk (s) " bPkk (s) + Gkb (s)Pbk (s)
Gjb*(3) * kGjb*(s) + bGjk*(s)Gkb*(8)
* * *, P.. (s) s . G,. (s), P., (s) b jk b jk b kk
Pjk*(s) * bPjk*(s) + Gjb*(s)Pbk*(s)
(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)
(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)
(2.9)
(2.10)
(2.11)
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Equations (2.1) - (2.11) hold for all Rs > 0; if one side of an 
equation has an analytic continuation in some half-plane, then so has 
the other side, and the equation continues to hold in the half-plane.
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose there exists X > 0 and a state b in E
satisfying Pbb(t) ~ Ä 0(e as t «>; and furthermore, H^(t)
5 tis lattice or strongly non-lattice, and 1 - H^(t) * 0(e ) as t -► »,
for some 6 > o. Then there exists y > o such that for all j,k in E,
P^k(t) ” ^k = °^e as *  00*
Proof; Let j,k e E, j ^ k ,  j ^ b ,  k ^ b .  We shall show that for some
* * * * y > o, all the transforms PRb (-y), Pbk (-y), Pkk (-y) and P^k (-y)
converge; whence the desired result follows by lemma 1.1.
Let 6 ™ min(X,6). We show firstly that G,, (-X ) convergesbb
for some X' > 0 . If nb * o » then Pbb°(-0) and (l-Hb)°(-0) converge
for all 0 < 6', and as in the discussion in the fourth paragraph of
*this section, Gbb (-0) converges for all 0 < 6'. If IIb > q , then,
*by lemma 1.2, and since Pbb (s) is analytic in its region of convergence
([47]: theorem 5a), we can choose a positive number X* <5* such that
&Pv, (s) and H*(s) are analytic for all Rs > - X’, and P,, (s) isbb b — bb
non-vanishing for real values of s in the interval [-X’,q|. By 
*(2.1), G-, (s) has no singularity on the segment, [—X*,0], of the realbb
*line; so by lemma 1.3, Gbb (-X ) converges.
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Applying corollary 1.2 to (2.2) and (2.3), we see that all the
transforms in those two equations are convergent in the half-plane
&ft* » Rs >_ - X’. In particular, (-X’) converges, hence by
•k(1.4), H^(-X ) converges.
*By (2.4) and lemma 1.4, (-X’) converges. By (2.3) and the
*irreducibility of E, ^Gkk (s) ? 1 anywhere in Q'. (For suppose 
*otherwise: , G.. (s ) = 1 for some s * x + it , x > -X , b k k  o o o o o  —
whence feGkk (xq) _> 1 and, by (2.3), kGkb (xq) * 0; by (1.6),
G ^  (x ) * 0, so we have a contradiction.) From (1.2a), Mkk (s) *
k _[1 - ^Gkk (s)] is analytic in ft’, and as it is the transform of a
monotonic function, it is al9o convergent there. By lemma 1.4 and (2.5),
bPkk (—X’) = (1 - HT(-X,))bMkk (—X’) converges. The convergence of 
*^Pbk (—X1) now follows from (2.6).
By (2.5) and (2.6), we may write (2.7) as
p» , > >
bGbk ______
{1~Gbb*(s)HlV k k * <8)}
Using (2.1), we may further re-write
this as
1_bGkk (s)
(2.12),
* 1-Hk(s)
where U,.(s) * ---j--- . It is at this juncture that we now apply Stone’sL-iys)
result. Since Uk(s) s 1 + ---j
1 - Vs>
\ (s)- {1 + — ---), there exists, by
1-Hb(s)
nk -A"tStone’s modified theorem, X" > o such that U, (t)--- * ok nb
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as t -► «. Note that A" is independent of k. By lemma 1.2,
AU^(s) is convergent for all Rs > -A". We have already seen that
bGbk 11~bGkk and Pbb ^  converSe in 8' 5 so by
(2.12) and lemma 1.4a, there exists a positive number y,
AY < min(A,,A,f), such that (-y) converges. By (2.8),
* *(-y) converges; the convergence of P ^ (-y) now follows easily 
from identities (2.9) - (2.11), thus completing the proof.
Note that if is a Markov process, the conditions on H^(t)
are trivially satisfied.
Theorem 2.1 cannot be improved upon to assert the existence of a 
best possible parameter of convergence, y, for all transitions; an 
example is given in [45] of a discrete-time, positive recurrent Markov 
chain, for which the best common parameter of convergence is not the 
best possible parameter for all transitions.
However, if E is transient, there is a best possible parameter
for all transitions, and a stronger solidarity result holds (see 
theorems 3.1 and 3.4).
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We take the opportunity here to comment briefly on an earlier 
solidarity theorem of the author's ([3 ]: theorem 3.1), which is the
same as theorem 2.1 except that the conditions on H^(t) are replaced 
by the condition: .
-At H (-x+iy)
1 - H.(t) = 0(e ) as t -► » and ~ ----  e L. (-00,00) forJ - A + i y  l
every j e E. An error exists in the proof of that theorem; this
can be rectified by including in the theorem the hypothesis that H^(t)
is absolutely continuous for every j in E. The additional
hypothesis is required for the validity of Leadbetter's theorem, which
was invoked in the proof and wrongly quoted (as theorem D in [ 3 ]).
Theorem 2.1 thus represents a significant improvement on theorem 3.1
of [ 3]: at the time of writing [3 ], the author was unaware of
Stone's result; by the use of this result and equation (1.4), we
have been able to replace the clumsy conditions of the earlier result
by the more pleasing condition that H^(t) is lattice or strongly
non-lattice, and 1 - H^(t) * 0(e l^t). Using the terminology of [3 ],
we remark also that in the light of theorem 2.1, every geometrically
ergodic class is strongly geometrically ergodic. (A geometrically
ergodic class was defined in [3 ] to be a class E such that for
every i,j in E, there exists A ^ >  0
— A • .it e ij
satisfying P^(t) - *
; a geometrically ergodic class was said to be strongly
geometrically ergodic if all the A^j’s could be replaced by a single 
parameter common to all transitions.)
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We conclude this section with a necessary condition for geometric 
ergodicity. As expected, a stronger result is obtained if E is 
transient. In the transient case, we have seen that if P , (t) *
. -Xtv°(e ) for some state b and some positive X , then
Gbb*(-9) converges for all 0 < X. By (2.2) and corollary 1.2,
Gkb*('9> converges for all 0 < X and k  e E; finally, by the same
* — 0 1corollary and (1.4), H^(-8) converges and 1 - H^(t) * o(e ) for
all 9 < X. Let us call E geometrically ergodic if there exists
X > o such that P ^(t) - » o(e ^t) for every j,k in E.
If E is positive recurrent and geometrically ergodic, we can select
★a state b and a positive number X^ such that P ^ (s) is analytic
*for all Rs > -X. and j,k in E, and P.. (s) ? 0 for all real—  D DD
ks in the interval (-X^,0). By (2.4), (-Xfe) converges for
kevery k, and by (1.4), H^(-X^) converges and 1 - H^(t)
-V We summarize the preceeding remarks in the following:
THEOREM 2.2. (i) If E is transient, and there exist a state b
and X > o satisfying P^(t) * o(e *C); then for all j in E and 
every 0 < X, 1 - (t) * o(e 0t).
(ii) If E is positive-recurrent and geometrically ergodic, then there
—ytexists y > o such that for all j in E, 1 - (t) * o(e ).
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§2. Geometrie ergodicity in a finite, irreducible class.
We assume in this section that the irreducible class, E, is the 
whole state space. However, this is only for simplicity of exposition, 
and it can be easily checked that the assumption results in no loss of 
generality; our results remain valid even if E is a proper sub-set 
of the state space.
Our object here is to establish a sufficient condition for geometric 
ergodicity when E has a finite number, m, of states. (Recall that 
E is geometrically ergodic if all the transitions within it are 
geometrically ergodic.) That we succeed is due, to a large extent,
to lemma 4.1 of [ 3C8. Pyke showed by the lemma that if m < °°,
then there can be at most a finite number of transitions in any finite 
period of time; it is this strong regularity property that allows us to 
enumerate all possible paths taken by Z i n  moving from one given state 
to another in finite time, and admits the method of induction used in the 
proof of theorem 2.3.
In the sequel, we shall say that a Laplace-Stieltjes transform,
A (s), is ’analytic at the origin’, if there exists a positive 6
* * such that A (-6) converges. Note that by lemmas 1.1 and 1.2 A (s)
is analytic at the origin if and only if A(t) tends to its limit
exponentially fast.
*Lemma 2,1. (s) is analytic at the origin for all i,j in E if
*and only if Q.. (s) is analytic at the origin for all i,j in E.
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Proof: The necessity part follows at once from (1.8) and corollary 1.2.
The proof of the sufficiency part proceeds by induction. The lemma 
is trivially true for m * 1; suppose it holds for m = N. We now consider 
a semi-Markov process of N + 1 states, with one-step transition
and £ be two arbitrarily chosen states, k ^ £, k ^ N + 1 ,
£ + N + 1.
*We wish to show firstly that (s) *s analytic at the origin.
To pave the way for the induction argument, we define a new semi-Markov 
process Z^, with N states and the following one-step transition 
probabilities: for i,j *= 1,2,...,N, i ^ k, j ^ k, and some fixed state
if pi,N+l * 0;
1 + N
PN+1, k
h^k
N
h^k
N
6jjo
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Qii(t) * (^(t) * 0; and Q.j^ (t) “ Qij(t). The notation here is obvious:
all quantities related to Z w i l l  be marked by a horizontal bar; thus 
is the first passage distribution for It is easily checked that
l pij * 1 for all i * 1,...,N. The new process may not be irreducible,
but this will not affect the proof. Now, G (s) is determined by
K. K.JC
the according to the equation
* * N+1 * *
(s) ■ Qkt <s) + l Qk1 (s)q <s> + 
j*l J J\Lkl
A " „ * *
+ l Qk1 (s> l l Q1a <s)Q„ „ (s) •••
j«l KJ n=l a eS jo1 ’
J*k,i ~ n  n
T*2
t(s)n
(2.13),
where * {a^ = (a^,...,an> : * 1,2,...,N+1, ^ k,Jl} is the
set of all paths of n states not containing k or l. By the
definition of Q^Ct), (2.13) may be re-written as
N+l
kGk* <s) * %i <s> + Gkj <S> V  (s)
jl*k, l
+ l Qk1 <s) I I _ a Qja (3)
j®l  ^ n=l a eS ^n 1 
j#c,£ n
Qa i(9) n
+ Qk,N+l Qu. *<*><s> l L  a ^n*l ct eS ^n fcal -n n
*• Qa l n
14),
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where a < 1 is a constant, and a —— n
Sn = {a^ = (a1,...,an); a^, = i U For each j » 1,...,N,
00 00
V * (s) “ V*(S) + \  ^  Qj0i*(s) ••• Qa I(s) (2‘15)>J J n=l a es 1 n—n n
Gkii*( s )  "  QU * (S) + l L \ a * <-3) • • •  Qa l ( s )  ( 2 - 16)n=l a es 1 n—n n
—  A —  ABy the induction hypothesis, G_.^  (s) and (s) are analytic at the
origin. A comparison of (2.14) with (2.15) and (2.16) shows that
A^ G ^  (s) is also analytic at the origin.
It can be similarly shown, by reversing the roles of k and £ in
—  Athe definition of Z , that (s) is also analytic at the origin.
From (1.9),
* kGke (s)
Gk£ <s>
1 - A k  (s)
(2.17),
Gkk (s) = lGkk (s) + kGkl (s)Glk (s) (2.18).
By (2.17) and lemma 1.3, G ^  (s) is analytic at the origin. Similarly,
A AG . (s) is analytic at the origin, and by (2.18), so is G,, (s).
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The proof for the remaining cases when either one or both of k 
and l is N + 1 will be omitted. This proof can be easily obtained 
by modifying slightly the definition of and proceeding in exactly
the same way as before.
After lemma 2.1, the proof of the main result below presents little 
difficulty.
THEOREM 2. 3.
limsup
Iy|-*“ nb(-u )
AIf Hi(s) is analytic at the origin for every i, and 
< 1 for some b, then E is geometrically ergodic.
Proof: We first observe that (s) is analytic at the origin for
every i,j by lemma 2.1. Also, by the hypothesis of the theorem and
,, /N limsupw-4>* M- Sb (-lY) < 1, and this implies that liminfIYI i-Gbb^Y) > 0.
From (2.1),
1 + -{Id-
^Sb (9>
V s>
i-Sb*^
and G, k (s) are analytic at the origin, and all moments
L, (t) consequently exist, there is a X > 0 satisfying bb
' 'b — X tP, ,(t)----- * o(e ), by Stone's modified theorem. An appeal to theorem
bb vbb
2.1 completes the proof.
since both H^Cs) 
of H^Ct) and G
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Note that theorem 2.4 improves theorem 4.1 of Cheong [3 ]. An 
immediate corollary to theorem 2.t is that every finite, irreducible 
Markov process is necessarily geometrically ergodic. The theorem is 
best possible in that it no longer holds if E has infinitely many 
states; this must be so, or else every non-geometrically ergodic, 
irreducible Markov process would produce a contradiction.
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CHAPTER III 
Ergodic Theorems
§1» Convergence of P°_,(s); a-recurrence.
We continue to assume in this chapter that E is irreducible.
In the first two sections solidarity type theorems will be proved for 
the transitions within E: these will lead to the main ergodic theorem
in §3; and to a discussion on invariant measures and vectors in §4; 
and the convergence of certain sums, and quasi-stationary distributions, 
in §5.
THEOREM 3.1. If for some X > 0 and a pair of states a,b in E
(a,b possibly identical), P ^ (-*) converges, then for all states i,j 
in E, P °(-X) converges. The theorem holds for X * 0, provided 
< 00 for every j in E.
Remark: The proof of theorem 3.1 resembles closely that of theorem 2.1:
the underlying method of both proofs consists of operating on the transition
identities by transforms (either Laplace or Laplace-Stieltjes), and drawing
conclusions regarding a general transition, given information on some
specific one. Theorem 3.1 is more easily proved because we are considering
here the Laplace transforms P^ °(X), which, unlike the Laplace-Stieltjes
transforms P (X), are positive. As an example of the usefulness of
this positivity, consider equation (3.1) below: because every term in
the equation is positive, the convergence of P^^C“*) allows us to
o *deduce that both (1-H^) (-X) and (-X) converge, and that
G b b * ( - X )  < 1.
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Proof: Let i and j be any two states of E, i ^ j, i b,
j ^ b. We wish to show firstly that Pbb°(-A) and G j^
▲
converge, and Gbfe (-A) < 1. Applying corollary 1.1 to equation
(1.10) (with b replacing j and k, and a replacing i), we see 
o *that Pbb (-x) and (-X) converge, and
- > Pab°(-X) “ 5aba -Hb)0(-X) + Gab*(-X)Pbb°('X)- 
Similarly, Gbb (-X) and (1-H^P(-X) converge and
00 > Pbb°(-X) * (l~Hb)°(“X) + Gbb*<-A)Pbb°(-X) (3.1). 
Since every state is assumed stable, (l-Hb)°(-x) >0, so
k
Gbb ^  < 1* By corollary 1.2 and equation (1.9),
1 >Gbb*(-A) = j<'bb*(_ X> + bGb / (- X)GJb*<-X>
" ” Gjb*(-X) = jGjb*(-X) + bGjj*(-X)Gjb*(-X) (3‘2)>
and all the transforms in the two equations converge. From the first
Ä kequation, jGbb (“X) < 1; hence jGbb (”A) t 1 anywhere in the half­
plane Q * Rs 5^ -X, and G ^  (s) bGbi <s)---A is convergent in ft .
1 ' jGbb (s)
By corollary 1.2, G ^  (-X) converges and
& A Ä ^
~ hGjj ^ ^  + jGjb < °° * Finally, we obtain
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^  ^  jUi ji*
the convergence of G^ (-X) from (-X) = (-X) 4- (-X)G^ (-X)
ft ftBy the convergence of G_.^ (-X) and (1.4), (-X) converges.
If X > 0, an appeal to lemma 1.6 yields the convergence of (1-H_. )°(-X). 
If X * 0, (1-H_j)° (-X) = nj < 00 ky the hypotheses of the theorem.
y, ft
Since G '(-X) <1, 1 - G.. (-X) has no root in J2; bybo bb *irreducibility and (3.2), neither has 1 - ^Gjj Thus
MbbÄ(-X) = [1 - G^C-A)]"1 and „M^C-A) = U  - ^ / ( - A ) ) ' 1 
are both convergent. Applying corollary 1.1 to equations (1.10) and 
(1.11), we obtain the following sequences of equations and inequalities:
pjb0(-x) - Gjb*(-X)pbb°(-X) < "
bPjj°('X) = ' bGjj*(—A) 1—1 < »
bPbj°<-X> “ bGbj*<-X>bPjj°(-X) < -
Pb3°(-X) = bPbJ0(-X)ll-Gbb*(-X)rl < -
pjj°<-x> - bp3j°<-x> + * *
P°(-A) - Gt *(-X)P °<-A) <
The last inequality completes the proof.
It is worth noting that in theorem 3.1, the additional condition 
’ < 00 for every j in E’ has to be imposed when X * 0. The
reason for this is evident from the proof of the theorem. A necessary
condition for the convergence of (-X) is the convergence of
(1-H_j )°(-X). When X > 0, the convergence of (1-H^)°(-X) follows
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from the implications G_,^  (-X) < 00 •+■ (-X) < •> (1-H^) (-X) < 00.
The last implication stems from lemma 1.6, which is false if X * 0.
Theorem 3.1 is essential to the development of our theory in that 
it guarantees the existence of a common, best possible abscissa 
of convergence, -a say, of all the P^j°(s), i,j e E. It ensures
furthermore that if a > 0, or a * 0 and ru < 00 for every j, then
P °(-a) either all diverge or all converge. We shall call a the
convergence parameter of E.
In the special case when Z i s  a Markov process, theorem 3.1 
has been obtained by Kingman [20] ,  Kingman showed that a, which he 
called the 'decay parameter', is the limit of -t ^logP^(t) as 
t -► 00. ‘ His arguments are based on the Markovian property of the transition
probabilities, and cannot be adapted for the general semi-Markov process.
A state i is called recurrent (transient) if G^(*) = *
(Gif(°°) <1); if it is recurrent, it is called positive-recurrent if
u * G (0) < ii ii K ' and null-recurrent otherwise. To avoid confusion, 
we will designate these usual definitions by the terms 'ordinary recurrence' 
’ordinary transience', and so on.
We now follow Vere-Jones (45) and Kingman [20] in defining an 
a-recurrent (a-transient) state i as one for which P^j°(-a) diverges 
(converges); if i is a-recurrent, we call it a-positive recurrent 
if G  ^ (-a) < 00, and a-null recurrent otherwise. We shall see after 
the proof of lemma 3.2 that if < °°, then 0-recurrence of the state
i is equivalent to ordinary recurrence.
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The next solidarity result, which we state as a corollary, follows 
immediately from theorem 3.1.
Corollary 3.1. If a > 0, or a * 0 and ® for every j,
then the states of E are either all a-transient, or all a-recurrent.
Henceforth, E will be called a-transient if its states are 
a-transient, and a“recurrent otherwise. If itself is irreducible,
then Z^ will be called a-transient or a-recurrent according as its 
states are a-transient or a-recurrent.
We now proceed to investigate what happens in a class E with 
convergence parameter a.
*Lemma 3.1. For all i,j,k in E and all X _< a, G^ (-X) and
* * 
kMij converge, G (-X) <_ 1, and
lime^t{l-H (t)} ■ lime^C,P (t) “ 0. If, moreover, a > 0 or a * 0
t -K »  J  £-»-00 3
and n, < then (1-H.)°(~X) and . P °(-X) converge.3 3 k ij
Proof: It is clearly sufficient to prove the lemma for X * a.
The equation P^°(-y) = (l-Hj)°(-y) + G ^  (“Y)Pjj°(“Y) shows that
& Jcfor all y < a, G ^  (-y) converges and G ^  (-y) < 1. Since G (-y) 
is a non-decreasing function of y and bounded by one for all y < a,
limG . (-y) exists, and the limit is less than or equal to one. By
y+a ^
the monotone convergence theorem, 1 limG *(-y) * lim/°°eYt:dG (t) *
y - > a  ^  ^  y - v a  0  ^
too Qft * jfeJQe dG^(t); thus, G ^  (-a) converges and G ^  (-a) £ 1. The3
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convergence of G (-a) follows from the equation Kj
k k k k1 _> (-a) = fcG (-a) + (-a)Gk_. (-a), and the convergence of
H (-a) from (1.4). When a > 0, lemma 1.6 yields the convergence of 
(l-H.)°(-a). By irreducibility, kG_._. (-a) < 1, so kM ^  (-a) -
* [1 - fcG j*(-a>] 1 < and from (1.3a), (-a) *
k k= ,M.. (~a). G„ . (-a) < ». Next, if a > 0 or a * 0 and n. < k 33 k ij j
kpjj°(“a) - (l-Hj)°(-a)[l - kGj;(-°)r1 < °°> and lcPij°(“a) 3
* . G. *(-a). P. ,°(-a) < When a = 0, eat{l-H, (t)} 0 trivially,k ij k jj j
For a > 0, since (1-H )°(-a) converges andj
eai:{l-H. (t+1)} £ J^+1eaU{l-H. (u)}du, we have limeat{l-H.(t)} * 0. 
J C 3 J
Finally, from (1.5a), eackp (t) * U^{l-H. (t-u) (a,u) , wherej
(o,t) ~ / V UdkM («); Since ^M^Ca,«) - kM (-a) < ® and
limeat{l-H. (t)) = 0, we have lirae0*". P (t) * 0.t-x*> j t-x* k ij
( lim A * B(t) * A(00)B(00) if both the limits exist; see [47], page 86)c
Lemma 3.2. If a > 0 ,  or a * 0 and nj < °°» bken j is a-recurrent
*if and only if G ^  (-a) * 1. If E is a-recurrent then 
Gij(“a)Gjk*(-a) * Gik*(-a) (whence G^^*(-a)G^^*(-a) = 1) for all
i,j,k in E.
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Proof: °(-X) = )°(-A)Mjj ("*) (equation (1.5)), so from
the previous lemma and the hypotheses of the present one, P^°(-a)
M j (-a) diverges i.e. if and only ifdiverges if and only if j j
•k k — 1 This proves the
first statement of the lemma. Suppose E is a-recurrent; then
Gjj = 1> slnce Mjj (”a) = t1 - G_ (-a)] 1
1 = Gii*(”a> * + iGij * (-a)Gj i^  (~ot >
Gij*(“a) = iGij*^“a  ^+ iGii*^~a G^ij*^“a**
*Eliminating .G.. (-a) from the last two equations, we get
1 - = Gij*(~a)Gji*(^ -o){l-^ Gii*(-a)}.
k k kSince _.G_^  (-a) < 1 by irreducibility, G_ (-a)G^ (-a) = 1. Now,
ic it it it iton eliminating feG (-a) from Gik (-a) = ^G^ (-a) + kG^ (-a)G^k(-a)
k k k kand G^ (-a) * jG^ (-a) + ^Gik (-a)G^ (-a), we get
Gik*(-a) = Gij*('“)Gjk*(-a)-
Corollary 3.2. If n_. < °°, then the definitions of 0-recurrence 
and ordinary recurrence, with respect to the state j, are equivalent.
Corollary 3.3. If a > 0, or a - 0 and < 06» j is cr-recurrent
*if and only if M  ^ (-a) diverges.
Proof: The corollary follows at once from the lemma and (1.2).
Lemma 3.2 yields as a special case a result of Vere-Jones [45] 
for discrete-time Markov chains.
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§2. Convergence of G ^  (s): a-positive recurrence.
We now use for the first time, in the proof of the next theorem, 
corollaries 1.3 and 1.5.
THEOREM 3.2. If for some state b and some A >_ 0, (-A) *  1,
then G^k (-A) = 1 for every state k. If for some b and some A,
4- * 4 .
G^k (“A) converges and G ^  (-A) _< 1, then G ^  (-A) converges for 
every j and k.
Proof: Making the obvious substitution of indices in (1.9), we get,
for k t  b, the following:
Gbb(t) kGbb(t) + bGbk * Gkb(t) (3.3)
Gkb(t) = kGkb(t) + bGkk * Gkb(t)
Gbk(t) " bGbk(t) + kGbb * Gbk(t)
(3.4)
(3.5)
Gkk(t) = bGkk(t) + kGkb * Gbk(t) (3.6).
Suppose firstly that G ^  (-A) * 1. By corollary 1.2, the Laplace-
Stieltjes transforms of all the distributions in (3.3) and (3.4)
are convergent in the half-plane Rs >_ -A. By irreducibility and
(3.3), ^Gbb*(-X) < 1, so from (3.5), Gbk*(-A) = bGbk*(-X)tl~kGbb*(-X)]_1
*
converges; the convergence of G ^  (-A) follows from (3.6). Taking
*
transforms and eliminating from ^»3) and (3.5), we get
^ «up ^
G ^  (-A)G^ (-A) ■ 1; and on eliminating (“A) from (3.4)
and (3.6), we have
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Gkk (~x)
Gkb*(-X) - kGkbA(-A) 
Gkb*<-X)
+ kGkb*(-A)Gbk*(-x> ■ x-
+ *Assume now that (-X) converges and (-X) <_ 1. Corollary 1.3
applied to (3.3) and (3.4) gives the convergence of ^ G ^ + (-X),
bGbk+ (-x). \ b +(-X)’ kGkb+('X) and bGUk+('X)- SiDCe 
A +^G^ (“X) < 1, G^, (—X) converges by (3.5) and corollary 1.5.
repetition of the arguments yields the convergence of G . (-X)
every j.
A
for
With X = 0, theorem 3.2 says that ordinary recurrence and ordinary
positive-recurrence are solidarity properties. Suppose a > 0: by
Alemma 3.2, a state i is a-recurrent if, and only if, G (-a) ® 1; 
thus, theorem 3.2 says also that a-recurrence and a-positive recurrence 
are solidarity properties. We summarize these remarks in the next 
solidarity theorem.
THEOREM 3.3. Ordinary transience^, ordinary positive-recurrence and 
ordinary null-recurrence are solidarity properties. So, too, are 
a-transience, a-positive recurrence and a-null recurrence.
The first half of theorem 3.3 is not entirely new. Pyke in [30] 
proved ([30]: theorem 5.1) that i is ordinarilly recurrent if and only
if it is ordinarilly recurrent in the imbedded Markov chain {Jr * ZN :t _> 0).
Since ordinary recurrence is a solidarity property of irreducible Markov 
chains, it follows immediately that ordinary recurrence in an irreducible 
class of a semi-Markov process is a solidarity property.
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§3. The main ergodic theorem.
We suppose in this section that E is an irreducible class
with convergence parameter a.
t
Let G, .(a,t) = f ettUdG,,(u); G..(a,t) is a distribution ij n JJw *function by lemma 3.1, and honest if G^ _. (-a) = 1 i.e. E is 
a-recurrent. Define the iterates by G ^ ^ ( a , t )  = U^Ct), 
G ^ ^ ( a , t )  = G^(a,t) and, for n > 1,
G ^ ^ C o . t )  = G^j (a» °) * Gjj^n By lemma (1.5(1)),
G.,(n)(«.t) = J eaudG <n)(u)
J J Q J J (3.7).
We shall be considering the main ergodic theorem only in the 
aperiodic case; a corresponding result can be obtained for the 
periodic case without much additional difficulty. Let us assume that 
at least one non-zero one-step transition probability, Q^k(t) say, 
i3 non-lattice; and call this hypothesis B. It is easy to see that 
if A and B are distributions, then A * B(t) is non-lattice if 
either A or B is non-lattice (see, for example, Lukacs [28 3 • 
Thus, if Qik(t) is non-lattice, then by (1.8) and
V° + IheE
h#c,j
^ih * Ghj(t) + Qik * Gkj(t)
lemma 8.5.2). 
(1.9),
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Gjj(t)'iVt)+jV* V e)’
so (t) is non-lattice for every j in E. G^(a,t) is 
clearly non-lattice, and this allows us to apply the key-renewal theorem 
to derive the main ergodic theorem in the aperiodic case.
Denote by Var(f) the total variation of f in [0,«).
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose hypothesis B is satisfied. For every i,j in E, 
if a > 0, or a = 0 and and Var [eat{ 1-H^ (t)} ] < «>, then
e“ pl1<t> = Lj
0 if E is a-transient or
a-null recurrent,
C-±i C-ct)Lj if E is
a-positive recurrent,
(l-H.r<-a)
------- J------------  > o.where L. «* lim e P ^  (t) = -
J tH. U  G..*(-a)
Proof: For every i,j in E, define II (a,t) = f ea dM (u).o
00 t  oo
Then M (a,t) = I / eaudG ^ ( u )  * £ G ^(a,t) by (3.7). 
JJ n=0 0 n=0 ^
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Suppose first that E is a-transient. By corollary 3.3 and 
equation (1.3), M (-a) = M^j(a,«>) converges. Equation (1.5)
gives rise to eatP (t) = / U^{l-H (t-u)}dM (a,u), and the13 0 j i3
theorem follows for the a-transient case from lemma 3.1.
Suppose now that E is a-recurrent. Under the conditions
■k —of the theorem G.. (-a) = 1; hence G..(a,t) is an honest 33 33
distribution function and M^(a,t) is a renewal function.
From (1.7),
eatP.,(t) = J ea(t'u){l-H.(t-u)}dM., (a,u) 33 o 3 33 (3.8).
Since non-lattice, e (1-H. (t)> is Lebesgue integrable
a t(lemma 3.1) and Var[e (l-H^(t))] < 00, we may apply the key-renewal 
theorem (see lemma 1.8 ) to (3.8) to obtain
L. 53 lim eatp (t) = ---
(1-H.)°(-a)
J £-*00 J J u. .33
where y ,, «* / t d  G (a,t) * G..+ (-a) if E is a-positive recurrent,
and ^ = 0 if E is a-null recurrent. To complete the proof
we note (by (1.10)) that
:p,,(t) - j a(t-u)Pjj ^ t“u d^Gij(a ’u>»
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and on taking limits, obtain
L±j = lira eatPjj (t) = G..*(-a)L..
For a = 0, theorem 3.4 is simply theorem 5 of Smith [37]. In 
the special case of^Markov process, theorem 3.4 is well-known for 
a = 0. For a > 0 Kingman [20] has shown that the limits exist, 
and are positive or zero according as E is orpositive recurrent or not, 
Our results give the actual values of the limits in terms of the 
distributions H_. and G^_.; these agree with those obtained by 
Vere-Jones [45] for discrete-time Markov chains.
It is interesting to note that theorem 3.4 cannot be improved by 
removing the condition ' ^  * w^en a = 0: when q = 0
and t\. = », the transition probability P (t) may have an ordinary 
limit, a (C,l) limit, or no limit at all at t+ 00 ; this situation 
cannot, of course, occur in irreducible Markov processes. Several 
’peculiar' examples of semi-Ilarkov processes have been constructed by 
Smith [41] (see also Derman [11] and Yackel [48]).
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§4. Invariant measures and vectors.
When is a Markov process and E is a-recurrent, Vere-Jones [45]
and Kingman [20] proved the existence of a unique, a-invariant measure 
and a unique, a-invariant vector (unique up to a constant multiple).
Thus in the continuous time case, Kingman showed that there exist unique 
positive numbers nu and x^  ^ satisfying, for all i,j in E and 
t > 0,
keE mkPkj(t) = e' ° S  ’
1. c Pj,, (t)x, = e atx . keE ik k i
Kingman also showed that E is a-positive recurrent if and only if
c at x^m.
keE mkXk conver8es an(* when this is so e P (t) * L = ---- .
k nk
Unfortunately, these results no longer hold when Z^ is a general 
semi-Markov process, for even in the simple case a * 0, an invariant 
measure usually does not exist. Consider, for example, the alternating 
process (see Cox, [ 7 ] : chapter 7) in which one state has a negative- 
exponentially distributed holding time with unit mean, and the other a 
fixed holding time of unit length. Thus E - {1,2}, p ^  * P 2 1 *
Q^(t) 88 H^(t) - 1 - e t and Q^(t) s (t:) * U-^t). is semi-Markov
and E obviously irreducible and positive recurrent. The ergodic limits
n.
are t1- ^ Pij(t) = 11 es i  (i j e E). Let X. be the randomj 2 j
variable representing the holding time in state j, and suppose 1 < t < 2.
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Then
?r L'Y-t' <  t  ^  ^  Y"\
P12(t) ■ Pr[X1 < t < Xx + 1] +-*tÄj- + 2}
P ^ U )  =Pr^1 * < t < 2 + XlK  w\\<ire Y -
In particular,
3
7 2
I6
1 - e
~ X
l - £ - X e
If an invariant measure m. exists, m * £ m.P (t) for every t
3 3 k-1 R:)
and every j; so on letting t -► «, we must have mi ® m 2 = \  or
-I .1 .1
some constant multiple of 4. But 4 t 4fl + e ^ - ~ e 2 + l -  e }^,z z z * z _ 1
so there cannot be an invariant measure. X  { ‘ -  e  *  ~  4 € * -*-
Let us assume for the remainder of this section that Zt is a 
Markov process and E is a-recurrent. Under this assumption, a little 
more may be added to Kingman's results.
For an a-positive recurrent E, theorem 3.A gives the actual values 
of the limits in terms of the distributions H^t) and G^(t);
one consequence of this is that given these distributions, the a-invariant 
measure and a-invariant vector may be found. From theorem 3.4 and the
results of Kingman,
(1-H.) (-a) x.m111
1 (~a) k W
and
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Gi *<-<*) U-H,)°(-«)
V < ~ >
V l
kxkmk
Xwhence * x^G^ (”a)* Suppose
7\that state 1 belongs to E and put x^ * 1 and (-a)* then
Gn j (-a)(l-H,)°(-a) £xj ■kmk
G.j+(-a) Lij I w
Ipii0(-a) ^xkmk 
G11
(The last equality follows from the equation P1 .(t) = M,, * ,P, .(tl)0 3k l3 11 1 ljThus ra. - -P-. (-a) and x.^  * G ^  (-a) are respectively the
3 3 -qxt
a-invariant measure and a-invariant vector. If H^(t) * 1 - e
we also have
V i  
l ■
kxkmk
" (<l1-o)I.11Gi1 (ra)^ °(-o)
The arguments we have just used depend on the positivity of the limits
L^; when E is a-null recurrent, these limits are no longer positive,
o *but the quantities (-a) and G ^  (-a) remain the respective
invariant measure and vector. To prove this we shall have to anticipate 
a ratio-limit theorem which will be proved in the next chapter. With 
this theorem, we shall be able to treat both the a-positive recurrent 
and o-null recurrent cases simultaneously, and expand Kingman*s results 
for continuous-time Markov processes. By virtue of the Markov property 
of P^ (t) , we may write
fo r  every  i , j  in  E and every
(3 .9 ) ,
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t  and x . I f  1 e E, then  from
fTga (t+x) Pi;L(t+*)dx
Jle“Xpn <x>dx
« e I T?
keE
/-T ax„ . * , Joe Pk l (x)dx
J l e“ Xpi i < x >dx
(3 .10)
rT a (t+ x )
L e ( t* x )d t
/Ie“tp1i( t>dt
* e fo e a tp i k ( t ) d t  
keE / V t P . , ( t ) d t
I V x) (3 .1 1 ) .
The l e f t  hand s id e  of (3 .10 ) equals
j V xPu (x)dx + /P+teoxPi l (x)dx / ^ e“Xp. i< x )dx
/ I eaXpn < x >dx
: fo r  a f ix e d  t
the  l a s t  two term s o f the  num erator a re  bounded in  T, w h ile  th e  
denom inator d iv e rg es  to  i n f i n i t y  as T ■+* s in ce
Hm / y Xpil<*>d*
T-H» J^eaxP^^(x)dx
G ^  (-a )  accord ing  to  theorem 4 .1  o f c h ap te r fo u r ,
th e  l e f t  hand s id e  o f (3 .10) tends to  ( - a ) , so by P a to u ’ s lemma,
-  > G , ,  ( - a )  = I W *4 I  p l t ( t )
T~  keE ik
/ PeaXpk l (x )dx 
o ' l l '/Ie“Xpn <x>dx
-  e J Pi k (t)G k l (' o) •keE
/ V Xp1 4 (x)dx
S im ila r ly , u sing  (3.11/) and th e  r e s u l t  ~xo ' l l
^oe0lXpi l (x)dx 1 ^
P , ” <-a)
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(theorem 4.1), we obtain
" J i eat,jE ipik0(-°)pkj(t)-
o *= P^^ _. (-a) and x^ s (-a) are thus respectively an a-subinvariant
measure and an a-subinvariant vector; by theorem 4 of Kingman [20],
they are respectively the unique a-invariant measure and vector, and
£ m,x, converges if and only if E is a-positive recurrent. We 
keE k k
have already seen that if E is a-positive recurrent, then
Li' “ ^l"*a L^llxirai and ^Lkk * where is ttie mean of the holdingJ  ^ k
xlmltime in state 1 and L,.. = - ---- . We now summarize our results in the
1 lk W
following
THEOREM 3.5. If Z i s  a Markov process and E is a-recurrent, then
- jP^ (-a) and x± (-a) are respectively the unique (apart
from constant multiples) a-invariant measure and a-invariant vector.
I m,x^ converges if and only if E is a-positive recurrent, and 
keE k k
then, as t ®,
h j = t- e°tpij(t) = <<tr0)Lu xi V
1 Lvv =keE
-1where is the mean of the holding time distribution of state 1 and
L -
k
-1
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Theorem 3.5 complements the result of Kingman ([20l : theorem 4) 
on continuous-time Markov processes, and yields as a special case 
Vere-Jones* result on discrete-time Markov chains ([45] : theorem 2).
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§5« Convergence of [u e^P (t) and Jfe^P (t)v .
In this section we investigate the conditions under which the
sums R (X,t) = I u eAtp (t) and S (X,t) = £ e^P <t)v tend 
3 ieE 1 iJ 1 jeE J
to finite limits as t -► «>, where u and v. are numerical,
*  J
possibly complex, vectors, and X <_ a, the convergence parameter of
the Irreducible class E. A study of these sums was made for
discrete-time Markov chains by Vere-Jones [46], who also obtained
sufficient conditions for the convergence of the double sum
1 £ u e^P (t)v to a finite limit. In trying to extend his results
I» jeE 1 lj j
to the general semi-Markov process, we are handicapped by our inability
to assert the existence of invariant measures and vectors; however,
while we can gather no information on the double sum that is worthy of
comment here, we succeed in obtaining an almost complete generalization
of Vere-Jones? results for R^(X,t) and S^(X,t). Our result on
the convergence of Sj,(X,t) will be used towards the end of this
section in a discussion of 'quasi-stationary distributions'.
The sum R^(X,t) may be treated in exactly the same manner as
its counterpart in the theory of discrete-time Markov chains;
S^(X,t), however, poses problems which we cannot overcome except by
imposing conditions to ensure regular behaviour of the holding time
distributions H,(t). One is that the sums £ P ° C“°t) | | and
k keE1 ik k
£ .M , (—ot) jv. I converge (as usual, a denotes the convergence
t -n ^  I K  KkeE
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parameter). We shall comment later on how this relates to a similar 
condition of Vere-Jones for discrete-time Markov chains. The other 
condition involves a uniform bounded variation property which we shall 
call hypothesis G : there exists a number d such that
Var[eat{l“H1 (t)}] d for every k. (Var(f) denotes the total variation 
of the function f in [0,®).) Note that hypothesis C is trivially 
satisfied if Z is Markovian, in which case Var [eat{l-H^(t)}] =* 1 
for every k.
To eliminate periodic behaviour and so simplify the description, 
we assume hypothesis B : at least one non-zero one-step transition
probability is non-lattice. Then by theorem 3.4, provided 
Var[eat{l-H^(t)}] is finite, eatPjj (t) tends to a limit as t ®, 
which is positive if and only if E is a-positive recurrent and
a.
We study R^(A,t) first: suppose Var[e (l-E^(t)}] is finite
and £ IU- jG, # (-A) converges; we shall show that R (A,t) is finite 
keE k 3
for every (fixed) t, and lim R.(A,t) exists. From equation (1.10)
t-*» ^
J . |uk|e tpkj(t) = . U h J ik»l J
A(t-u)
k=l 0 
N
- 6 E luklGk1(X,t)k*l ‘J
P (t-u)dGkj(X,u) (3.12)
I |ufc|G
kcE
(-X)
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Since the upper bound is finite and independent of N,
1 u,eXtP . (t) is finite for every t. Now, replacing N by » 
keE R :3
in (3.12) and interchanging the order of summation and integration 
on the right hand side, we have
^(X,t) * JeX^  U ^P^(t-u)d{ I ukGk^(X,u)}
keE
(3.13)
* li «“ > (by theorem 3.4),
where L’ * ,j - +
(l~Hj > (~a) if E is a-positive recurrent and X * a,
GjJ ( -a )
and L* = 0 otherwise. If E is a-positive recurrent j
and X * a, and is a real and non-negative vector, then the
convergence of J ukGkj is a necessary condition as well
keE
for the existence of liin R (a,t); for clearly the right hand side of
t - x °  j
«Jq
(3.13.) diverges if I u^G “^a) diverges. We have thus proved:
keE 3
THEOREM 3,6. Suppose the hypotheses of theorem 3.4 hold, and
X £  a. If £ | | G ,  (—X) converges, then R.(X,t) is finite for
keE k *3 3
every t, and
&  y x’ ° - e% (t)> = ll L ua / (-x)’keE
where
(l-H.) (-a) 
L* = ----3------
j Gu +(“a)
> 0 if E is a-positive recurrent
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and X * a, and 0 otherwise. If E is a-?ositive recurrent and X- a
and is a real, non-negative vector, then the convergence of
IukGkj (-a) is a necessary condition for the existence of ^^R_j(X,t). 
For the sum S^CX^), we prove the following weaker result.
THEOREM 3.7. Suppose the hypotheses of theorem 3.4 hold, and
&
X <_ a. If £ .M . (-X)|v. I converges, then S (X,t) is finite
keE 1 i
for every t. If in addition, £ .P ,°(-X)|v, | converges and
keE k
hypothesis C holds (i.e. Var[e^t{l-Hk(t)}] d for some d and 
all k), then
si(x*t) - kJE ^ ^ xtpik(t)}vk = j EGik*(-x)Lk \ ’
where
(1-1^ )° (-o)
L’ « ----—------ > 0  if E is a-positive recurrent
G k k  <-“ >
and X = a, and L* = 0 otherwise.k
Proof: As Vere-Jones has commented in [46 ], we may separate v.
tv
into its real and imaginary parts, and separate these again into
\ i.
positive and negative parts; since £ eAtP (t)|v | converges
keE ik k
if and only if each of the corresponding sums involving its component 
parts converges, it suffices in what follows to consider only real 
and non-negative vectors v^.
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Suppose l .M (-X)v converges. From (1.7) and (1.5a), 
keE1 1
we have
I eAtpik(t>vk * / I eA<t U)ipik(t;-u)v,.dMJ,(X,u) 
k=l * 0 k=l k ii
(3.14)
j , eXtiPik(t)vk = I I *X(t_U){l-Hk(t-u)}dtMlka.u)v (3.15) k=l k=l 0
X t p *
J p iMi k (-x)vk 'keE
From (3.15) £ e .P (t)v is finite; from (3.16), S.(X,t) is
keE 1 1
finite for every t, and
S. (X,t) * J I X(t-u) iPik(t-u)vkdMli(X,u) (3.16).
0 keE
We would like now to apply the key-renewal theorm to (3.1^ .) in order
to assert the existence of lim S^(X,t). Before doing this, we have
to be certain that the integrand, £ e ^  P (t)v, , does not behave
keE 1 lk *
too erratically for large t; in fact, regularity of 
Xt£ e ^P^k (t)vk follows from the regularity of
keE
£ e t{l-H, (t))v , which in turn is ensured by hypothesis C. Since 
keE k k
hypothesis C holds,
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Varl £ e tiPik(t)vk] i I Varte ipik<t)vk] IceE keE
£  I Var[eA {l-Hk (t)}]Var [ ^ ^ ( X  st)]vk
keE
I iMik ("x)vkkeE
< 00
(Var[A*B(t)] £  Var (A)Var (B) : see Widder [47], theorem 11.2b )
n  QSince l P ^ (“A)vv converges, we have
keE
* J-r le £ipik(t)dtvk - j. eXtipik(t)vkdtkeE 0 0 keE
The integrand in (3.16) is thus Lebesgue integrable and of total 
bounded variation in [0,°°); application of the key-renewal theorem 
now yields
C*3
Jsr
/ I e iPik<t)vkdt0 keE 1 1 
G ü + (-X)
(3.17)
+ -1where [G (“X)] is zero unless E is a-positive recurrent and 
X * a. If E is a-positive recurrent and X * a, then
JE ipik°<-“ )vk
t-i? * ------ +--------  > Appealing to theorem 3.4 and
Gii
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applying the key-renewal theorem to the equation
we obtain
eatP., (t) = / ea(t-u)
tis eatpik(t) = Gik*(~a)Lk =
Gii
the proof is now complete.
We devote the next few paragraphs to examining the hypotheses of
theorems 3.6 and 3.7 when Z^ is Markovian. If time is discrete andt
the chain aperiodic, then by theorem 6.1 of Vere-Jones [46], the 
respective sufficient conditions for the finiteness of R^(A,t) and 
S^CAjt), and for the convergence of these sums to finite limits as 
t 00, are (in our terminology) the convergence of
I |uvJ g m *(-x) and X  ipik°(-x) lvtJkeE keE
This result emerges as a special case of our theorems: as we have already
observed, hypothesis C is trivially satisfied when is Markovian;
hypothesis B is also trivially satisfied if the chain is aperiodic; 
moreover,
iMik (-x)K i m I ipik0(-x)K ikeE Ket,
if time is discrete.
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When Z^ is a continuous-time Markov process, theorems 3.6 and 3.7 
yield new results, and for this reason we shall discuss this special 
case in greater detail. The existence of X-subinvariant measures 
and vectors may be demonstrated as in the discussion preceeding 
theorem 3.5; adopting the arguments used there, but replacing the 
convergence parameter, a, by X (< a) , we see that °(-X)
(i fixed) and G., (-X) (j fixed) are the respective solutions to
J \ \the inequalities e £ y.P. (t) y and e [ P (t)2, < !..
keE K KJ 3 keE 1K k 1
If X * a and E is a-recurrent, these solutions are unique up to
constant multiples. If X < a, or X = a and E is a-transient,
they are no longer unique, but we shall show in the next paragraph that
they possess the following minimality property; if £ (s ) is anytC K.
X-subinvariant measure (vector), then
fi > i!ii ('A) _ 1 *(71 > (~\)).
Ci (1-H1)°(-X) ij
The minimality property may be established by considering the 
discrete skeletons of and applying to these the known results
concerning discrete-time chains. (The discrete skeleton on scale h 
of the Markov process Zt is the Markov chain, Z (h), defined by the 
transition matrix (h).) Suppose £ is a X-subinvariant 
measure; then for every h > 0 and every j in E,
c, l e h I 5kPkj(h).
keE
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Hence £ is a e -subinvariant measure of the discrete-time Harkov 
chain Z^ (h). If we write £^*^(h) for the probability of the event
{Z^(h) = j; Zm (h) ^ i, 1 <_ ra < n|Zg(h) = i}, and L_(h,r) for
00
the generating function £ rn£^?^(h) (we define Jt^(h) as being
n=0 1J 13
equal to one or zero according as whether i and j are identical or 
not), then it is known ([46] : §4) that L^. (h,r) is a r-subinvariant
measure; furthermore, if is an r-subinvariant measure, then
([46] : lemma 4.1) > L..(h,r). Since
L (h,r) = I rnP (nh)[ £ rnP (nh)]-1
h=0 n=0
([46] : equation (4)), we have
r I (e b^)11? (nh) 2i 1 n^ o_____ 13
Ci £ (exh)np (nh) 
n=0
Because the inequality holds for every h, we may allow h to 
approach zero, and so obtain
- iplj0<-x)tu-H1>o<-wr1,
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by (1.7). (dote that all the transforms used in the above argument 
are finite because X < a or E is a~transient.) It may similarly
 ^j[ *be shown that if l . is any X-subinvariant vector, then — > G .. (~X).i Cj —  ij
By virtue of the uniqueness property of the X-subinvariant measures and
vectors when E ds a-recurrent and X ■ a, and the minimality property
when E is a-transient or X < a, we have the following result;
I ipik0(-x)lvkl <Je KIGkj*<-*»
keE
converges if
£ ?klVkl (  ^ ^k^k*keE keE
converges for some X-subinvariant measure (X-subinvariant vector
-vC^). Let us write H^t) *  ^~ e ; we may now formulate theorems 
3.6 and 3.7 in the following way for continuous-time Markov processes.
(1-H )°(-ct)
Corollary 3.4. Suppose \ <_ a and L' = ----J------
* G,;+(-a)
> 0
if E is a-positive recurrent and X = a, » 0 otherwise.
If £ |u^|c^ converges for some X -subinvariant vector
keE
then R^(X,t) is finite for every t, and
^ Rj(x-t) = \ {t^ e pkj(t)} ■ Lj J  V u j  <-x>
33
If E is a-positive recurrent and X = a s and u^ is real and non­
negative, then the convergence of £ uk^l'9 w*iere t i^e
keE
unique X-invariant vector, is necessary for the existence of
ltoyx.t).
(ii) If £ (q^-XKjJv. I converges for some X-subinvariant measure
keE
then S^(X,t) is finite for every t. If in addition
£ converges, then
keE
lte S1(X,t) - {Xta eU Pik(t))vk - Gik (-X)L^vk .
The corollary follox^s from the preceeding remarks and theorems 
3.6 and 3.7; we note that
J E (V XHk |vkl = J F I ( l-Hk) ° ( - X ) l ‘ \ l vu i
I 1«ik“(-X)[iPlk°(-X)]-1€k |vk | 
keE
(by 1.5a)), which converges only if J .M (~X)|v | converges.
■ Xlv KkeE
We note also that conditional on £ £jJvk l converging,
keE
I <qv-xK k |vk l converges if the qv fs are bounded, uniformly in k
keE
i.e. the means of the holding time distributions are bounded away
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from zero, uniformly in k.
Our result concerning the convergence of s±(x,t) finds a use 
in the theory of 'quasi-stationary distributions’. Suppose E is 
irreducible but not closed i.e. from some state in E, it is possible 
to go to come state outside E (and never to return to E, since E 
is irreducible). This means that for some i in E,
1 ^ik^°°^ = I P-ffc < I? when this is so, an elementary argument showskeE keE 1
that E is transient. In many applications, we are interested in the 
ratio
V (t) ------ y ----I pikft)keE llc
> f s e E,
which represents the probability of being in state 3 at time t,
given that it began in state i and is still in the class E at time
t. The probability that the process, starting from i in E, is still
in E at time t is given by £ p (t). This probability is obviously
keE 1
a decreasing function of t, and therefore tends to a limit as t -► «; 
the limit, which we shall denote by 1-r^, may be interpreted as the 
probability of remaining for ever in E, given that it started in i.
Using the relationship ?±k(t) « ^ ( t )  + G±j *P <t) and the fact that E 
is irreducible, we see at once that the r^’s ate either all equal to
one or all less than one. If ^  < 1 , Pi1 ^-^----  tends to zero;
lkeE lk
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a more interesting quantity for study then is (t) = 1’u(t)ri
i,j e E, which i3 the probability that Zfc is in j at time t, 
given that it started in i, is still in E at t, AND will 
eventually escape from E. Note that V^(t) and (t) coincide 
when ■ 1 i.e. when with probability one, eventually
escapes ftom E.
When time is discrete and Z^_ Markovian, it has been shown by
various authors (Darroch and Seneta [9 ], Seneta and Vere-Jones [34])
that under certain conditions W..(t) tends to an honest distributionij
(the ’quasi-stationary distribution') as t -► «. Our next 
theorem extends this result to the general semi-Harkov process.
THEOREM 3,8. Suppose the hypotheses of theorem 3.4 hold, and E is
&not closed. If E is a-positive recurrent, J M., (~a)r, and
keE 1 ik k
n Q
I .P., (-ot)r, converge, and hypothesis C holds, then W (t) tends 
keE1 1R k ^
to an honest distribution which is independent of the initial state i.
at * U-H )°(-a)
Proof; By theorem 3.4, e P,,(t) •* G (-a)L , where L = ----^7-----> 0
( ' a >
by theorem 3.7, £ eatp.k (t)rk -* £ G,, (-a) Ur,,
keE keE
Thus
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1±TA W (t) = limt-K0 ijVW f*»
•‘V ^ J
l eat*ik(‘>rkkeE ik
Gn  (~a)Liri
> 0.
The form of the limit share that it is an honest distribution.
show its independence of i, we multiply both numerator and denominator
* ^lrlby G (-a)' by lemma 3.2, the limit is then equal to ---------------
3 l G.. <-c)L
kcE krk
Corollary 3.5. Suppose is a continuous-time Harkov process
and E is not closed. If E is a-positive recurrent, and
£ (q.-a)nL r. and £ m r. converge, where m, is the unique a-invariant 
keE k k k keE k k k
measure, then W..(t) tends to an honest distribution which is xj
independent of the initial state i.
Proof; By theorem 3.5 and corollary 3.4,
lim W^jCt) * lt,e% (t)ri V i
:Um I eatpik(t)rk l V k
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CHAPTER IV
Ratio-Limit Theorems
§1. Preliminary lemmas.
For every j in I , let a(j) denote the convergence 
parameter of the irreducible class containing j, and for all i,j,k 
in I+ , let
P^CX.t) = / e XP-^ j (x)dx, kpij(x>t) = i' «xV i j (x)dx>
^ij *t) * / eAXdGjL^ (x), kGij(X,t) * J*Q e dkGij(x)j
= / e XdMi .^(x), kMij(x>t) - / - V i j (x)-
In this chapter we are interested in the asymptotic behaviour of the ratios
Pi,(X,t) M (A ,t)
3 -^ — ■—  and — —  under the assumption G, («) > 0.VX-‘> VX>C)
When X = 0, our results have already been obtained by Pyke and
Schaufele [32] by means of an Abelian lemma ([32] • lemma 3.1) which
utilizes the convolution relationship existing between the quantities
P,. (t). G^(t) and M_fJ1(t). Because of lemma 1.5a, this convolutionij ij ij
relationship is preserved when the quantities are replaced by the 
respective integrals F^CXjt), G^CXjt) and M^(X,t).
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Under the assumption X £ot(j), M_(x,t) is a renewal function,
so the boundedness hypothesis of the Abelian lemma (viz.
~ —  d for some d > 0 and all t) is satisfied.
We may therefore, if we so wish, continue to quote the Abelian
lemma, and retain with slight modification the arguments of Pyke
and Schaufele, to derive the desired results for X >_ 0. But we
prefer instead to set down our arguments in full, and illustrate how very siirv
ply but effectively the convolution nature of the transition identities
may be exploited, by lemma 1.5 and an elementary renewal theoretic result
to yield what we want.
When is Markovian, our results are partly knoxm. (See Chung
[5 ] for X = 0, and Vere-Jones [45] for a discrete-time, irreducible 
Markov chain with X = R, the 'radius of convergence* of the chain.)
Lemma 4.1. For all i,j in I+ , i i j, if 0 <_ \ <_ a (j), then
Urn T!ij(X,t)
t-H» —  ,Vx>t) ^ij "^"X ^  »
where the equation is interpreted to mean limsup t «>
m  (x,t)
V x’°
00
if G^*(-X) diverges.
&Proof: Since the lemma is trivially true if G (-X) =0, we shall
•k
assume that G (-X) > 0. Applying lemma 1.5 to equation (1.3), we
obtain
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and
t t t-x
/ eAXdM (x) = / eAXJ eAudM (u)dG_ (x) 
o J o o J 3
,* Xx
VX>t) °J e dG^(x) - K(t)
where
K(t)
t t
/ eAXJ eAudM (u)dG (x)
o____ t-x____ ^ ________ 
t
J eAudII (u) 
o ^
(4.1)
(4.2),
(4.3)
Suppose firstly that G^ _. (-X) converges (this will be the case 
if i and j belong to the same irreducible class). It obviously
Asuffices to show that limK(t) * 0. If M (~A) converges, thent_H30 33
given e > 0, we can choose T such that
oo
j eXxdG (x) < and T* > T such that for all t j> T!,O’ -*-J ^
jj
AUdH
t-T Ü
J eXudM (u)
I e'
K(t)
(u) < . *
Gij (‘x)
T t
Thus for all 
t t
J e XJ eAUdM (u)dG (x) r Ax fJ e Jo t-x H  * T t-x
/ eXUdMj j (u) / eXudM^ (u)
G (-X)J eXudM (u)
3 t-T JJ , r XXj„ , ,----------------------- + J e dG (x)f Xu,M , . T 1JJ e dM (u)
< e .
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If Xi (-X) diverges, we resort to a renewal theoretic argument.
Since X j< oc(j), G (X,t) is a distribution function (possibly dishonest)
03 t . 03
by lemma 3.1, so M (X,t) * J J e'^ xdG_,11 (x) = J G ^ (X,t) is
n=0 o 33 n=0
a renewal function. From a well-known result in renewal theory 
(See [1] for example), Mj_.(X,t) - M.^(X,t-T) is bounded in t for
every fixed T, by C(T) say. From (4.3),
G (-X)C(T) t 
K(t) < -------  * r U4- J e dG, . (u), and
/ e udM (u) 
o
clearly K(t) ->-0 as t 00.
Suppose now that G ^  (-X) diverges. From (4.1),
T I eXXdMjj(x)
_ ----  I J eXxdG (x) -------------
jj j e dM (x)
o
(4.4)
If M (-X) converges, then 
t-T
/ e XdM (x)
o 3j *
— --------------- ► 1; if M (-X) diverges, then
J eXxdM (x) ”
o ^
t-T
J e xdM (x) 
o 33 , t~T
t *■
/ e XdH (x) 
o
/ e XdM (x) 
33
J e XdM (x)
o
-> 1. Hence, from (4.4)
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II . (X s t) T
limsup-
t-*» °
>_ j eA dG . (x) for every T.
Lemma 4.1 is false if the condition X <_ a(j) is omitted.
As a counter-example, consider once again an alternating process with 
states 1 and 2, p  ^ * 0 and p ^  = P21 = bet t *^e
holding time in each state have the same negative exponential distribution, 
1 - e t. The process is Markovian and obviously irreducible and positive 
recurrent with convergence parameter a = 0. Both the first passage
times have the same Erlangian distribution i.e.
G^ -| (t) = ^22^^ = 1 — e — te . Now
Mjj*(s) = [1 ~ G11'(S)1 1 = [1 _ (s+l)"2]"1 = 1 - [2(s+2)] 1 + [2s]'1,
3 1 -2t
and consequently M (t) = y + "4 + 4"*° • Let 0 < X < 1; from (4.3),
t t
/ e X J e UdM_ (u)dG^ (x)
K(t) > t-1
/ eXudH (u) 
o ^
(1 - e X) J eAXdG (x).
Hence K(t) does not tend to zero, and from (4.2), it is not true that
lim l*ij *---- a g (-X). (Note that because X > a in this example,
».,<>■'> 1
Mjj(X;t) may not be a renewal function, so renewal theoretic arguments 
are no longer available to us.)
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Lemma 4.2. Under the conditions of lemma 4.1,
llm - Ü -------G *(-X)t-*» — ..s ijp.^x.O
if G.. (~X) converges, and
11 ^
limsup ijP.,,(X,t)
P..(Xst)
= 00 if G . (-X) diverges.
Proofs From (1.10) and lemma 1.5,
_lj-— - ! eXxdG (x) - K(t) ,Vx>t) 0
where
K(t)
J eXx / eXuP (u)dudG (x) 
o t-x J
/ e UP ^  (u)du
By theorem 3.4, 
boundedness of
Xte P
t
/ e t-T
jjX
is bounded, and this in turn implies the 
(u)du for every fixed T. By exactly
the same line of argument as was used in the proof of lemma 4.1, 
K(t) *► 0.
Lemma 4.3. For all i,j in I+ (i.,j possibly identical), if 
0 X _< a(i), then
lim
t-H»
P (X,t) 
Mii(X,t)
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if converges, and dl”S“P if ,P (-X)
Proof; From (1.7) and lemma -Sri-, L5,
F^ CX.t) ^0 eXX/0 eXUi V u)dudMii(x)
M.4(X,t) / eXudM (u) 
o
If ^P4  ^ (”^) diverges9 it can be easily shown as before that
limsup ij 
t ■+
P44(Xft)
= 00. Otherwise,
M i±(X,t)
P (X,t) t ,
------ / e x P (x)dx - K(t)
M (X,t) o 1 13
where
IC(t)
J eXx / eXu±Pi (u)dudMjLi(x)
t-x
t XxJ e dMii(x)
o
~ 6 UiPij(u)dU
ipi3°(-x) lt_„ eXUdnii(u) 
J eXxdlli;L(x)
The rest of the proof is now obvious.
We end this section by noting that ^P__°(-X) 35 (1-H^)°(-X);
diverges.
and
that, by lemma 3.1, the limits in lemmas 4,1 and 4.2 are finite if i 
and j happen to be in the same irreducible class, while the limit in
94
lemma 4. 
and X >
3 is finite if i and j are in the same irreducible class,
0 or < °°.
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§2. Ratio-limit theorems.
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose i and j are two arbitrary states in I , i £ j
(1) If X<o(j), then ^  ( ’ ) - G, .*(-!>-
?j ] 0 ,t, «
(ii) If X a(i), and X > 0 or then
lim PH  (X,t) iPij ( X)
t^ ° P^tt.t)(1~H.)°(-X)
(iii) If X _< min{a(i) ,a(j ) }, G (°°) > 0, G „  (~X) converges and 
X > 0 or tj < °°, then
0 < lim ii
P..(X,t) G *(-X)(l-H )°(-X)
---------  —  ---- J--------------------------------  <  00 #
----- t - -X X 3  -----Pjj(X,t) ipy (-x)
Remarks: (1) The equations in (i) and (ii) are interpreted to mean
that the limit superior of the left hand side is infinite if the quantity 
on the right hand side diverges; in (iii), the limit is zero if 
^P^°(-X) diverges.
(2) Since P.,(t) = G. *P..(t) « M *.P..(t) (equations (1.10) and ij ij J j ii i ij
(1.7)), G ^  (°°) > 0 if and only if .P._.°(-X) > 0; furthermore, because 
every state is assumed stable, (1-H^)°(-X) > 0. Thus the denominators 
in the limits in (ii) and (iii) are positive.
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(3) The situation is considerably simpler if i and j belong to the
same irreducible class. In this case, if X a (i) = a(j), and
X > 0  or r>^<00 and then (°°) > 0, ^P^°(-X)p
* oGij and (“X) converge (by lemma 3^1), and all three
limits of the theorem are finite and positive.
Proof? (i) is lemma 4.2.
P.,(X,t) P,,(X,t) M (X,t)
(ii) lim — -----  = lim ----  • ~ ------
p i i ( x st ) M ü a , t )  p ijL( x , t )
P.,(x,t) T M (X,t)
Since by lemma 4.3 lim — ------- = (1-H ) (-X) >0, — ------- exists
Mli(X ,t) 1 t_H” P^CX.t)
and equals [(1-H.)°(-X)] X < »; under the stipulated conditions,
[ (1-tl)°(~A)] ^ > 0. Appealing once again to lemma 4.3, we obtain
P (X,t) P..(X,t) M (X,t)
lim — —^ -—  - lim ^  ^ -----  lim —------
P^CX.t) M^CX.t) P^G.t)
iPi1 <-X>
(l-Hp^ -x)
(iii) follov/s easily from (i) and (ii) by means of the following 
equations:
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lim —------- = lim -----
P,,(X,t) P..(X,t)33 33
P.4(X,t) 
lira ------ V x.t>.
-1
G ,*(-X)(1-H )°(-X)_ y _________ ±______
For the case G_.^ (<») >  
state as a corollary.
we have the following result, which we
Corollary 4.1. If X £ min{a(i) ,a(j)}, G ^ C 00) > Gji (”*) and
jPj ^°(-X) converge, and X > 0 or <  00■> then
0 < lim Pii(X,t) 1P11 (-X>
t" ” ? j3(X ’t) G *(-X)(l-Hj)°(-X)
< «>.
Proof: From the last part of theorem 4.1, with i and j interchanged,
> lim pn < x»t> . ^ / ( - X X l - ^ ) 0 ^ )  > 
t'~’ pii<x,t) jpji°('x)
0.
The corollary follows at once by taking reciprocals in the above.
It is evident that with some appropriate bound on X , and assuming 
finiteness of the relevant quantities, theorem 4.1 enables one to 
evaluate the limits of all ratios of the form
p^ q.t)
Pkt(X,t)
where i,j,k,£ are arbitrary states of (°°) > 0,
and it is possible to travel between the sets of states {i,j} and
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(k,£) in at least one direction. For example, suppose i ^ j, 
i * k, k # l, 0 < Glk*(-X) < Gu (~) > 0, 1Pij°(-X), ,Plk°(-X)
and ^P^ °(-X) converge, and 0 < X _< min{a(i) ,a(k)}. Then, by 
theorem 4.1,
P,,(X,t)
lira ^ -----
PM (Xst)
p (xst)
lim — J-----  lim --------
Pii(X,t) Pkk(X,t)
lim Pk£(X^>
*WX,t)
-1
ipii°(-x)Gik (^ ) (i- y ° (^ ) 
iPik (“X)kPk£ ("X)
< 00.
THEOREM 4.2. Suppose i and j are two arbitrary states in I , i f j
(i) If X <_ a(j), then lim Mij (X?t) *t-*00 rr . v ijG.. (-X).
(ii) If X _< rain{a(i) ,a(j)}, (-X) converges, and X > 0 or
< 00, then
lim Iij(X,t)
--------- iMH  (-X) '
(iii) If X min{a(i) ,a(j)}, G ^ ^ 00) > 0> G (-X) converges and
X > 0 or < 00, then
H ot :ii;.(x’£> 1M11 <-x>
t**> M (X,t) G (-A)
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The equations in (i), (ii),
if Gi *(-A), ±M *(-A) or
(iii) are all given the usual interpretation 
*(-X) diverges.
Proof: (i) is lemma 4.1.
(ii) is trivially true if (°°) = 0, so assume (°°) > 0. Then
M <X,t) M..(X,t)
lim ^ ----- = lim ------
Mii<X,t) M (X#t)
P,.(X,t) 
l±m-P----Vx>t)
P^(X,t) 
linr^ “ -^---Vx>t)
1 p„a,t)lin^J----
M (X,t)
■ * (-X ) [ (1-H )° (-X ) ] -1 [G * (-X ) ] '1iPlj°(-X )
(by the preliminary lemmas in §1)
A i  < ■ * >
(by (1.5a)) 
(ill) lim
Mu (X,t)
^ ( X . b )
M (X,t) 
lim ----
MjJ(X>t)
linr
■1 (X,t)
Mlt(X,t)
-1
= jM *(-X)[G *(-X)]-1
(by (i) and (ii).
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When X = 0 all the conditions in theorems 4.1 and 4.2, excepting 
those involving the finiteness of the means and tk , are trivially
satisfied. In this special case, lemma 4.3, the first two parts of theorem 
4.1, and theorem 4.2 have been proved by Pyke and Schaufele [323* They 
obtained different expressions for theorems 4.1(ii) and 4.2(iii), 
but it is easy to see that these are equivalent to ours. For instance, 
in theorem 4.1(ii),
P (0ät) / p.j (x)dx p °(0)
Um —  = llm _------1 y —
(1-K/(0)^(0) n<
.... °"" (1-H, )°(0) V  ij
i i * 1o
fP.,(x)dx
which agrees with Pyke and Schaufele*s corollary 3.1.
When Zt is Ilarkovian and t discrete, it is again easy to show, 
and we discuss below a simple example to illustrate our assertion, that 
our results yield a theorem of Vere-Jones ([45] : theorem III). In the 
discrete time case, summation takes the place of integration, and instead 
of a convergence parameter a, we have a ’radius of convergence’ R, 
which is of course common to all transitions if the chain is irreducible. 
Vere-Jones proved that for all states i,j,k,£ in an irreducible, 
aperiodic, R-recurrent chain,
lim Into lJ V i
N ( \
! ' S ’*"n=0
xkm£
t
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where P^j  ^ is t i^e fl~step transition probability, and x^ and
are respectively the R-invariant vector and R-invariant measure discussed
in §4 of the previous chapter. Thus
N / n
llim n=0 3____
N , v
lP“}Rn
n=0 33
Gn  <~R)
Gjl*(-R)
(by theorem 3.5)
G11*("R)G11*(-R)
Gji*(-R)Gxj*(-R>
GiJ (-R) (by lemma 3.2),
which is in agreement with our theorem 4.1.
CHAPTER V
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Applications
§1, An inventory model.
In this section we apply the familiar analytical arguments used 
throughout this thesis, and the theorems proved in the previous chapters, 
to examine an inventory model which is a special case of the (S,s) model 
(see [29]) with s = 0. The model which we shall consider is the 
following. A store contains material in discrete units, has a finite 
capacity K, and receives demands for goods at moments which are the 
regeneration points of a renewal process {X^ ; n ■ 1,2,...}. We 
denote the random variable representing the time between the ith. and 
(i+l)th. demands by and write Pr[X^ t] = X(t). Let Sq a 0,
N oo
S = I X (n > 1), X (n'(t) = Pr[S < t], and let M(t) = £ X (n)(t)
n j«l 2 n n-0
be the renewal function of the process {X^}. Every demand is for
exactly one item; as soon as the store becomes empty it replenishes
itself by ordering K items from the supplier. No backlog is kept,
and demands made when the store is empty are rejected. A time-lag,
Y, exists between the ordering and the arrival of supplies, and Y
is a random variable with the distribution Y(t). It will be assumed
that X(t) and Y(t) are honest distribution functions.
Let be the amount of stock at time t; Z is a stochastic
process whose state space is the finite set E = {0,1,2,...,K), and 
our first aim is to see if Z^ is semi-Markov. The cyclic manner in 
which Zfc evolves is very clear: from every state i > 0, Zfc
proceeds to i-1 in one transition; when it gets down to zero, the 
only possible state after the next transition is K. If Z i s  in
vp
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Zt
K
K-l
i
2
l
t
A possible path of Z
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state 0, it obviously remains in it for as long as the supplies take 
to arrive, so the holding time in the state is distributed as Y and 
is independent of the past and future states of the process. This
independence of past and future states is easily seen to apply to any 
other state i < K, the holding time of which must have the same 
distribution as X.^ . The holding time in state K is the time that 
elapses between the arrival of fresh supplies for the store and the 
receipt of the next demand; if we consider the ordering renewal process 
{X^} as having begun at the last time point at which the store became 
empty, then the holding time in state K is simply the forward recurrence­
time (see Cox [7]) of {X } at time u, given that Y «= u. Denoten
the forward recurrence-time of X at time u by £ ; thenn J u
00
Prt£u 1  t] * l Pr[u < Sn <_ u+t < S +1] 
n*l
u+t
“ J {l-X(u+t-v)}dM(v), 
u
and the unconditional holding time in K is given by
00
H^t) = / Pr[Cu < t]dY(u) (5.1).
Since Pr[£u _< t] is an honest distribution function (the easiest way 
to chow this is to use the key-renewal theorem), so obviously is
Note that if we are told that the time spent in the Oth. state 
immediately preceding the Kth. state is of length y, then the
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conditional distribution of the holding time in the state K is
Pr[5y _< t]. The only situation in which is independent of y is
that which occurs when {X^} is a Poisson process. Thus cannot
be semi-Markov unless {X } is Poisson i.e. unless X(t) is an
negative-exponential distribution.
We make the following assumption about the model: from the moment, 
t say, at which supplies arrive, the time to the next demand is 
independent of what has happened prior to x, and its distribution is 
given by (5.1). From the preceeding discussion it is now clear that 
is a semi-Markov process with the following one-3tep transition 
probabilities and unconditional holding time distributions:
oo u+t
Qk K-1(t) 33 V C> = / / {1-X(u+t-v)}dM(v)dY(u)
’ 0 u
(5.2)
Qi i-l(t) * Hi(t) * X(t) (0 < i < K) (5.3)
Q0K(t) = H0(t) * Y(t) (5.4)
and (t) = 0 otherwise.
Since ä Qj_ i - i ^  = 1 (i > 0), E is irreducible.
(It i3 of incidental interest to observe that Z^ is a special case of 
the ’cyclic-k-3tate process' defined and discussed in [ 2 ].)
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We proceed now to study the transition probabilities P^(t), and 
to do this we require a knowledge of the first passage distributions. 
The first entrance time from K-l to K is the sum of two independent 
random variables: one (the time taken to go from K-l to 0 for 
the first time) is distributed as an<^  t*ie ot^er (the time-lag
of the supplying process) has the distribution Y(t). Thus
GK-l,K(t) = x(K_1> * Y(t) (5-5)‘
In the same way we obtain, for every i < K:
GKK(t) * GK-l,K(t*
GiK(t) " X<i) * Y(t) 
GKi(t> " * V M (t)
Gii(t) ^ GiK * GKi(t)
(5.6)
(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.9) .
"inci t  7, Ö  ,
(In the equations above Xg(t) is defined to be identically one^)
By (5.5) and (5.6) = 1, so by irreducibility and
solidarity (theorem 3.3), E is recurrent. To obtain the means of
we need to know the means of X^, Y and H^. Suppose X^ and Y have 
means n and 0 respectively, and denote the mean of by as
usual. From (5.4) and (5.3) - 0 and * n for 0 < i < K;
00
and from (5.1) n = j E[£ ]dY(t). We know also that nv < n; this
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must be so since the interval of time spent in K is contained in a
time interval between two successive demands. The means of G..(t)ii
can now be obtained from (5.5) and (5.6):
>* ii = WKK = nK + mK-1,K = nK + (K_1)n + (5-10)
We digress here briefly to discuss an interesting aspect of semi-
Markov processes that distinguishes it from Markov processes. We see
from (5.10) that is positive-recurrent if and only if both n and
6 are finite; thus a semi-Markov process, unlike a Markov one, may not
be positive-recurrent even when the state space is finite and
irreducible. This cannot happen, however, if every is finite;
for then, by a theorem of Pyke ([30] ' theorem 5.1), a state in a finite
class E is positive-recurrent if and only if it is positive-recurrent
in the imbedded Markov chain (Z_ : t > 0).
Nt
With the knowledge of and y , theorem 3.A yields at once
the limits of the transition probabilities P (t).
THEOREM 5.1. Zfc is positive-recurrent if and only if n and 9 are
both finite. If Z^_ is positive-recurrent, and either X(t) or Y(t)
is non-lattice, then
if j * 0
if 0 < j < K
if j - K,
where t ■ [ru + (K-l)n + 6] \K
limP (t) 
t-*°° ^
0T
nt
v
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Note that because the convergence parameter is zero, the bounded 
variation condition of theorem 3.4 is trivially satisfied. The 
limiting distribution may alternatively be obtained by using theorem 1, 
chapter two, of [2 ] .
Suppose at t = 0 the store has just been restocked. Quantities
of interest are G__ (t), P (t) (P-.-Ct) in particular) andK.0 K-J K.U
K _x
P (t)[ ][ PKi(t)] , which give respectively the probabilities that
the store will not be empty till time t at least, the store contains 
j items at time t, and the store contains j items at time t 
given that it has not been empty till time t. G^(t) may be obtained 
from (5.8); to obtain P (t) we use Laplace-Stieltjes transforms and 
enlist the aid of the transition identities of §3, chapter one.
For 0 < j < K
s
(s)
(3)
1-X*(s)__________
1-H^(3)Y*(3)[X*(s)]K_:L
by (5.7), (5.8) and (5.9); similarly,
1-Y*(s)__________
1-H^(s )Y*(s)[X*(s )]K_1
PKK
i-4<a>
1-H^(s)Y*(s)[X*(s)]K"1
and
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Since P,. *(s) = G... (s)P,. (s) for j ^ K, we have by (5.8), &J J^ J J
h£(s)[X*(s)]K-1[1-Y*(s)]
1-H^(s)Y*(s)[X*(s)]K'1
and
*  *  K _ 1  _-i A\(s)[X (s)]K 1 J [l-X (s)] 
1-h£(s)Y*(s)[X*(s)]k-1
(0 < j < K). Inverting the transforms gives us the desired probabilities.
Having derived the time-dependent transition probabilities P^(t) 
and evaluated their limits IT^ , we now wish to know the rate at which 
P^j(t) converges to H . An examination of the form of the 
individual P ^ ’s provide the answer, but a less exact answer
can be given more easily. By theorem 2.2 we know that the process 
cannot be geometrically ergodic unless X(t) and Y(t) are such that 
their tails tend to zero exponentially fast. Conversely, if both 
the tails approach zero exponentially fast, and either
limsup|X (~iy) | < 1 or lim-iu^Y (~iy) | < 1, then by theorem 2.3 the
|y |-** Iy I***
process is geometrically ergodic. (Note that 1 - H^(t) _< 1 - X(t).)
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Let us now consider a particular model in which the time-lag has 
a constant value, one say, and X(t) is negative-exponential with 
parameter X. Thus Y(t) - U^(t), X(t) = » l - e ^ t , 9 * 1  and 
n - Even without using (5.2) we know at once, from the peculiar
nature of the negative-exponential distribution, that H^(t) = 1 - e 
The conditions of theorem 5.1 are easily satisfied, so
iimp /t) 
tr*» ij v '
K+X
K+X
if j
if j > 0
The probability PKg(t) iß given by
PK0*<S>
(xk)K[1-e~Sl
1 - O ' "  e'°
If both X(t) and Y(t) are negative-exponential, Z i s  a 
Markov process and the problem simplifies considerably.
A slightly different and more difficult model than ours has been 
studied by Fabens (123 (see also [13]). In Faben’s model X(t) is a 
gamma distribution, an order is sent out for K-k (k < K) items 
whenever the stock reaches a fixed level k, and a backlog is kept, so 
that the state space of Z is the infinite set of integers in (-®,K],
By means of semi-Markov analysis, Fabens obtained the limiting probability
distribution of the stock level.
Ill
§2. Quasi-stationary distributions in continuous-time Markov branching
Let { ;  t ^ 0} be the size of the population at time t of a
continuous-time, time-homogeneous Markov branching process; denote by
fk the probability that a dying particle is replaced by k objects
(k = 0,1,2,...; f^ = 0), and by X A t the probability that a
particle existing at time t will die in the interval (t, t + At).
is a Markov process which has 0 as an absorbing state, and one-
step transition probabilities and unconditional holding time distributions
given, for i > 0, by: Q± ^ ( t )  = f0(l-e~lAt),
-ixtQ± 1+k(t:) * fk+1(l-e ) for k >_ 1, Q±^(t) = 0 otherwise, and
H (t) = 1 - e‘lXt.
Let f(s) = I fksk and F^s.t) «= [ Plk(t)sk, |s| ± 1;
k=0 k=0
it is well-known that F^(s,t) = { F ^ ^ t )}1 and
Fl(8,ti+t2) ■ F1[F1(s,t1),t2) for every t,t1#t >_ 0 (see [17), for 
example). P^^(t) is the probability that the process with an 
initial population of i individuals will become extinct by time t; 
it is obviously an increasing function of t, and its limit, which 
we shall denote by r^, gives the probability of eventual 
extinction; putting s ® 0 in the equation Fi(s,t) * (F^s^)}1 
and taking limits, we get r^ * r*, where r * r^. If we write
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df (s) _ v'i3F.(s,t)f* (s) = -js—  , F|(s,t) , and m = f’(1) for the mean
number of off-spring per individual, then it is again well-known that 
r = 1 (i.e. extinction is certain) if and only if m <_ 1.
We assume that 0 < f^ < 1 and f^  > 0 for some j > 1; under 
these conditions, 1 >_ r^ > 0 for every i > 0, and the class 
E = {i : i > 0} is irreducible. The main purpose of this section 
is to use corollary 3.5 to investigate the size of the population size 
at time t, conditional on extinction not having occured till then. 
Specifically, we wish to prove
THEOREM 5.2. If m > 1, (t) tends to an honest distribution
(over E) as t •+■ °°, for all i,j in E; if m < 1, V., (t) tends
00 ^
to an honest distribution if \ (k log k)f. converges. The limit
k-2 k
distributions are independent of the initial states i.
(Recall that (t) Pn ( t ) r 1 
X  Pik(t)rl
Pi1(t)and (t) - ----- .)
l Plk<t)k*l
For the discrete-time Galton-Watson process, theorem 5.2 was proved by 
Sencta and Vcre-Jones [34]; their result was an improvement on Yaglom's 
[49], which required the more restrictive condition f" (1) < ®. In 
another paper ([18]) the two authors, in collaboration with Heathcote, 
showed that when m < 1, the quasi-stationary distribution in fact
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exists without additional conditions. When time is continuous theorem 
5.2 is a step forward from the corresponding result of Sevast’yanov 
[35] which, like Yaglcm's, needed the finiteness of ff,(l). Our result, 
however, is weaker than that of Zolotarev [50], who obtained the
limiting form of the generating function of V ( t )  under the 
condition 1 < m < «> or m < l .  Theorem 5.2 is therefore not new, 
and the main reason for its inclusion in this thesis is that it 
illustrates very well the usefulness of corollary 3.5.
The proof of theorem 5.2 will rely on lemma A below, which we 
shall apply to by means of discrete skeleton arguments and the
following result of Conner [ 6 ].
Conner's theorem, For every positive integer n and every positive
00 00
number h, £ (knlogk)f, converges if and only if £ (knlogk)P1. (h) 
k=2 R k°2
converges.
Lemma A. ([34] : section 5, lemma (iii)): Let {Z ; n > 0} ben —
a Galton-Watson process and suppose the class E * (i : i > 0} is 
irreducible. The convergence parameter R is equal to m  ^ if
m £  1, and to [f* (r)]  ^ if m > 1. When m < 1, E is R-positive
00
recurrent if and only if £ (klogk)f, converges; when m > 1, E
k=2
is always R-positive recurrent.
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For every h > 0 let us denote the discrete skeleton (on scale h)
of by Z (h). Z (h) is a discrete-time Markov chain governed byt n n
the transition matrix P^(h); and its n-step transition probabilities, 
which we shall denote by (h), satisfy P^^ (h) = P^(nh).
For every h > 0 E is obviously irreducible in if and only if
it is irreducible in Z (h) • to avoid confusion, the irreducible classn
E will henceforth be written E(h) if the process under consideration
is Z (h). n
Lemma 5.1. E is a-positive recurrent if and only if E(h) is 
othea -positive recurrent for every h > 0.
Proof: Because of solidarity (theorem 3.3) we need consider only one
state in E, j say.
/V t*If E is a-positive recurrent e P^(t) L j > 0 as * *  00 
(theorem 3.4), whence ean^P^ (nh) * (e0*1)1^ ^  (h) -► as n «», 
for every h > 0.
To prove the converse we require a theorem of Kingman ([21] i
theorem 2) which states that if g is a continuous function from the
positive reals to the reals, and for every h > 0 lim g(nh) exists
n-*»
and is finite, then this limit is independent of h and g(t) + lim g(nh)
n-*»
as t -* w. (Kingman's theorem is based on a result of Croft [ 8].)
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Now suppose that for every h > 0 E(h) is ea -positive recurrent. 
Then for every h > 0 ean^P_.^(nh) tends to a positive, finite limit 
L(h); since e P ^  (t) is continuous (see [5 ]), Kingman’s theorem
fitallows us to conclude that L(h) is independent of h and ea P^ _,(t) 
+  L(h) > 0  as t -> «.
Let a = -X(m-l) and b » -X(f’(r) -1).
Lemma 5.2. Let a be the convergence parameter of E. Then 
a = a if m < 1 and a = b if m > 1.
Proof: Since a = b when m £ 1 and f’(r) consequently equals
m, it suffices to show that a = b in the general case m ~  1.
From F1(s,t1+t2> = F-jF^s,^) »t^ ] we have 
Pll^tl+t2^  “ Fi(0»t1+t2) * F^[F1(0,t1),t23F|(0,t1) and
Pll(tl+t2) (5.11).
As F^(0,t) * P.^(t) increases monotonically to r,
Pu (t+1) < P11(l)F|(r,t) (5.12)
F^(r,t) is given by the equation
t
F’(r,t) = exp x / { f’(F-(r,x)) - l)dx (5.13)
1 0 1
(see Harris [17] : page 121, equation (2)). For every t the monotone
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convergence theorem applied to P^fl(t+r) = £ ^ l k ^ ^ k O ^  yields
k=0
00
r = £ P (t)r^. Hence f,(F1(r,t)) = f' (r) for all t, and from
k=0
(5.12) and (5.13),
F^(r,t) = e"bt (5.14)
—b tand P^(t+1) £  P^(l)e ; it is now clear that the convergence 
parameter b. (Note that we have obtained P.^(t) Ä 0(e bt) 
without any condition cf. equation (21) and theorem 10 of Zolotarev [50 1 -) 
We now have to show that the convergence parameter _< b. Since 
F^(0,t) -> r as t
lim
n-*»
Pn (n+1)
Pn (n)
F^(r,1) * e
by (5.11), (5.13) and the monotone convergence theorem; hence 
given any e > 0, there exists M such that
P^((n+1)M) _> P11(M)(e ^-e)1^ , which shows that P^°(-X) diverges when­
ever X > b.
Proof of theorem 5. For every h > 0 let m(h) be the mean number
of off-spring per individual for the discrete skeletonic chain % (h).
n *
then m(h) = £ kP., (h) = e
k-1
(see D-7 3).
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Consider firstly the case m > 1. We then have a < 0 and 
m(h) > 1 ;  by lemma A E(h) is a(h)-positive recurrent, where
00
a(h) = [ £ kP^(h)rlc 1 (h)] ^ = [F^(r(h),h>] ^ and r(h) is the 
k=l
probability of extinction of the z (h) chain. As r(h) = lira P^^(h) « r,
n n-*«>
bhwe have a(h) = e by (5.14); so by lemma 5.1, E is b-positive
recurrent. Now suppose m < 1 and £ (klogk)f, converges. By
k=2
oo
Conner’s theorem £ (klogk)P., (h) converges for every h, whence
k=2 iR
by lemma A E(h) is a(h)-positive recurrent for every h, where 
•»1 sba(h) = [m(h)j = e . Finally, by lemma 5.1, E is a-positive 
recurrent.
We have thus shown that, under the conditions of the theorem, E 
is a-positive recurrent if ra < 1, and b-positive recurrent if m > 1. 
Hence, if and are respectively the unique a-invariant measure
00
and vector, then b l x. converges (theorem 3.5). If m < 1
k=l
00
(and r * 1) } kP , (t) = ie , so x, = k is the invariant vector;t IK- Kk=l
00 00 00 
we then have £ (q,-a)m, = £ (kX-a)ra, <°° and ][ m, < 00. By
k=l R R k=l R k=l K
corollary 3.5 (t) tends to an honest distribution which is
independent of the initial state i. If ra > 1 (and 0 < r < 1),
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then F^(r,t) = e by (5.14). Differentiating the relation 
F^(s,t) = [F^Ccjt)]* and using induction, we can easily show that 
F^(r,t) = ir* ^F^(r,t), from which it follows that
00
ir* ^e >^t « £ kP^(t)r^ Hence = ir1 ^ is the unique
k-1
oo oo
n nb-invariant vector and as before, I (q -b)m, r - I (kA-b)nLr < 00
k-1 k k k-1 lc
00r  lcand 2, mvr < 00• The Pro°f can now t>e completed by appealing 
k-1 k
once again to corollary 3.5.
When m * 1 the convergence parameter is zero by lemma 5.2, so E 
must be transient and corollary 3.5 cannot be used. However, results 
for this case have been obtained through other means by Zolotarev [50]»
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